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ABSTRACT 

  Polymeric materials with inherent stimulus response represent an ever-growing 

area of research. In particular, block copolymers demonstrate exciting properties owing to 

their enhanced mechanical strength and microphase separation. Incorporating functionality 

into block copolymers proves useful in enhancing their utility. Presently, synthesis and 

subsequent post-polymerization modification achieved this for a range of block 

copolymers. In particular, neutralization of acid-containing polymers readily imparted 

ionic functionality and yielded microphase-separated block copolymer domains, enhancing 

polymer thermomechanical properties and ion transport. An ABA triblock copolymer 

composed of mechanically reinforcing polystyrene outer blocks and ionic central poly(1-

methylimidazolium acrylate) block acted as a host for ionic liquid that caused an evolution 

in bulk morphology, resulting in enhanced ionic conductivity. The resulting membrane also 

exhibited a strong electromechanical actuation response under applied potential. Adding 

ionic liquid doped with a corresponding lithium salt enabled evaluation of sulfonated block 

copolymers as components of ternary polymer electrolytes, relevant for battery 

applications. Modification of a sulfonic acid-containing pentablock copolymer presented 

photocurable functional groups to the ionic domains which enabled their UV irradiation-

induced curing. This novel route of modifying ion-containing block copolymers resulted 

in enhanced thermomechanical properties and enabled healing of physical defects in the 

film, unprecedented for ion-containing block copolymers. 
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 Covalent networks represent a relevant area of research for a wide variety of 

applications such as coatings, adhesives, and scaffolds. Careful design of degradable 

crosslinkers enables stimulus response in these networks by eliminating covalent crosslinks 

and affording a soluble product. Extension of poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate-based 

network formation into three dimensions using microstereolithography resulted in novel 

acid-degradable 3D-printed parts. An additional study investigated mixtures of acrylamide-

modified poly(vinyl alcohol) and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate as water-soluble resins 

for the direct formation of hydrogels from solution. Photorheology and photocalorimetry 

investigated the thermal and mechanical changes inherent in the curing process and 

evaluated the mixtures as a platform for microstereolithography. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

1.1 Dissertation overview 

 
 This dissertation focuses on the effects of incorporating functionality into 

macromolecular materials with an emphasis on the post-polymerization of block 

copolymers to selectively impart ionic groups. Chapter 2 reviews the synthetic strategies 

employed towards hyaluronic acid-based block- and graft- copolymers, as well as their 

biomedical applications. Chapter 3 provides a review of degradable covalent networks. It 

offers a summary of the various functional groups that enable degradation in response to 

an external stimulus and some of their relative advantages and disadvantages. A 

perspective on the future of the field suggests exploiting well-established small-molecule 

chemistry to investigate networks with precisely tailorable response profiles to meet the 

demands of emerging technology. 

 Chapter 4 details the synthesis, post-polymerization modification, and 

characterization of ABA triblock copolymers. Incorporation of ionic liquid to the ion-

containing central block caused a change in polymer bulk morphology and enabled the 

construction of a structure-morphology-property relationship. The ionic liquid-containing 

polymer exhibited a mechanical response to an applied potential, establishing its potential 

as an electroactive device. Chapter 5 reports the composition-property relationship of 

sulfonated polymers and ionic liquids, as well as the composition-property relationship of 

an ionic liquid and its lithium salt analog. Extending these comparisons to novel 

compositions of a lithium sulfonate-containing ABA triblock copolymer, lithium salt, and 
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ionic liquid provided a platform for future evaluation of sulfonate-containing polymers for 

ternary polymer electrolyte applications.   

Chapter 6 examines the neutralization of a sulfonic acid-containing styrenic 

pentablock copolymer with a UV-curable amine. Membranes formed from the resulting 

ion-containing polymer demonstrated enhanced thermomechanical properties and the 

ability to heal physical defects. Chapter 7 focuses on incorporating stimuli-labile sites into 

covalent network to enable chemical degradation of objects 3D-printed using 

microstereolithography. Chapter 8 discusses photocured acrylamide-modified poly(vinyl 

alcohol) as a potential platform for directly 3D-printing pre-swollen hydrogels with 

microstereolithography. Chapter 9 provides some overall conclusions for the dissertation 

and Chapter 10 details some potential future work. 
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Chapter 2: Hyaluronic Acid Copolymers for Emerging Biomedical 

Applications   
   

2.1 Abstract 
Polysaccharide block and graft copolymers display many interesting properties for 

use in biological settings, owing to the physical characteristics and chemical versatility of 

the polysaccharide segment. Researchers widely study the incorporation of hyaluronic 

acid, one such polysaccharide, into block and graft copolymers with numerous synthetic 

materials possessing diverse properties. Specifically, hyaluronic acid-containing 

copolymers and their self-assembled nanostructures display suitability for a variety of 

biomedical applications such as drug delivery, nonviral gene delivery, and tissue 

engineering scaffolds. 

2.2 Introduction 
Both the physical and chemical properties of polysaccharides prove their 

importance in biological settings. In addition, polysaccharides continue to play an ever 

increasing role in the field of polymer chemistry as researchers investigate the 

incorporation of naturally occurring and biodegradable polysaccharides into applications 

where purely synthetic materials previously dominated such as food packaging1 and 

anticorrosion coatings.2 Block and graft copolymers of polysaccharides often display 

properties suitable for a wide variety of applications such as controlled-release tablets,3 

nonviral gene delivery,4,5,6 amphiphilic suspension agents,7 anticoagulants,8 and 

fluorescent nanoparticles for the study of protein-carbohydrate interactions.9 Furthermore, 

when the components of block or graft copolymers have different properties, self-assembly 

of nanostructures becomes possible. Intermolecular forces such as hydrophobic 

interactions, hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole forces, and electrostatic interactions play 
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key roles in the self-assembly of particles. The biocompatibility and self-assembly of block 

and graft polysaccharide copolymers often provide suitable properties for biomedical 

applications. 

The polysaccharide hyaluronic acid (HA), also known as hyaluronan or 

hyaluronate, features a repeat unit of alternating (1→4)-β linked D-glucuronic acid and 

(1→3)-β linked N-acetyl-D-glucosamine saccharides10,11,12 (Figure 2.1). HA plays 

multiple roles in the extracellular matrix (ECM) including steric interactions for regulating 

molecular motion13 and physical support in cartilage where it forms 105 kDa 

supramolecular structures with aggregan.14 Aggregan falls under the class of proteins 

called proteoglycans which feature with covalently attached oligo- or polysaccharides. 

These high molecular weight structures that result from the association of HA with 

aggregan maintain structural support in cartilage. HA provides physical support, maintains 

viscosity in joint synovial fluid and in the vitreous body of the eye,11 and aids in regulation 

of tissue hydration.11,14  

 

Figure 2.1. Structure of HA that highlights (A) the carboxylic acid, (B) the primary 

hydroxyl, and (C) the N-acetamide reactive groups, which allow for its chemical 

modification. 
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 The wide variety of HA’s molecular weight-dependent applications truly proves 

its versatility. For instance, HA of molecular weight 105-107 Da provides physical support 

and aids in immunosuppression15 but hinders angiogenesis16 because of its space-filling 

properties in the ECM. HA chains of less than 50 repeat units show anti-inflammatory 

properties.17 Interestingly, chains of this size also display the ability to enhance 

angiogenesis,18 which owes to the drastically reduced size of the HA fragments. 

Oligomeric HA containing less than 10 repeat units induces heat-shock proteins,19 which 

cells express at elevated temperatures or in the presence of other stress, and also acts a cell 

signal.20 More specifically, the interaction between HA and the receptor CD44 triggers a 

large number of widely studied transduction pathways.20 Cancerous cells often overexpress 

the CD44 receptor, allowing HA-containing materials to selectively target tumors.  

2.3 Chemical Modification of HA 
Each repeat unit of HA features a carboxylate, a primary hydroxyl, and an N-acetyl 

group; each of these allows for chemical modification. Researchers employ a wide variety 

of diverse reactions to modify HA.12 In order to perform many of the following reactions, 

a tetrabutyl ammonium (TBA) or similarly hydrophobic cation must act as the counterion 

to the carboxylate of HA. These hydrophobic cations aid HA’s solubility in polar organic 

solvents such as dimethyl sulfoxide, in which the acidic or sodium salt forms of HA do not 

dissolve. 

The carboxylate engages in amidation reactions with amines, often in the presence 

of activators such as carbodiimides,21  triazines,22 1,1’-carbonyldiimidazole,23 or 2-chloro-

1-methylpyridinium iodide.24 Esterification reactions occur with alkyl halides25 or with 

primary alcohols such as methanol in the presence of a diazomethane activator.26 
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Additionally the carboxylate reacts with tosylate-modified diols27 to yield crosslinked 

hydrogels with diester linkages. Another esterification reaction involves treatment with 

glycidyl methacrylate to yield methacrylated HA which readily undergoes photoinitiated 

radical crosslinking.28 Another reaction employed in the modification of carboxylate is 

four-component Ugi condensation with formaldehyde, cyclohexyl isocyanide, and a 

diamine such as lysine.29  

Divinyl sulfone30,31,32 and ethylene sulfide33 each react with the primary hydroxyl 

to form ethers (Figure 2.2). Due to the difunctionality of divinylsulfone, that reaction 

results in a crosslinked HA network. Epoxides may react in a fashion similar to ethylene 

sulfide, but changing the reaction conditions leads to esterification of the carboxylate as 

described above.12 Difunctional epoxides such as butanediol diglycidyl ether lead to the 

formation of crosslinked networks.34 Additionally, the primary hydroxyl also forms esters 

with a wide variety of compounds under varying reaction conditions.12 Treatment with 

glutaraldehyde leads to hemiacetal formation,32 reacting with cyanogen bromide forms a 

carbamate,35 and sodium periodate oxidizes the alcohol to an aldehyde.36 
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Figure 2.2. Products obtained when the primary hydroxyl of HA is reacted with (A) 

ethylene sulfide and (B) divinyl sulfone. The remaining vinyl group also undergoes the 

same reaction, leading to a crosslinked HA network. 

Significantly fewer reactions that modify the N-acetyl group occur relative to the 

carboxylate and primary hydroxyl functional groups. Reduction of the amide with 

hydrazine yields an amine which can further react with carbodiimide-activated carboxylic 

acids to yield a different amide.23 Researchers rarely employ these reactions due to both 

the multistep nature of the modification and the ease of performing amidation at the 

carboxylate. The benefit of these reactions involves the preservation of the ionic character 

of the HA with addition of an amide side chain. 

Modified HA also self assembles into nanoparticles if the given pendant substituent 

possesses sufficient hydrophobicity. Examples of such pendant species include 5β-cholanic 

acid37 and ceramide.38,39 For instance, HA modified through amidation with 5β-cholanic 

acid, a cholesterol derivative, self-assembled through hydrophobic interactions in aqueous 

media to yield nanoparticles with 5β-cholanic acid cores and HA shells.37 Further 

modification with the anionic fluorescent label Cy5.5 allowed tracking of cellular uptake 

of the HA nanoparticles. Nanoparticles synthesized with differing degrees of 5β-cholanic 

acid modification exhibited no real difference in cellular uptake, as expected due the 

responsibility of the nanoparticles’ outer HA shell for uptake. However, increasing the 

extent of HA modification caused decreasing nanoparticle size as the pendant 5β-cholanic 

acid groups interacted more closely (Figure 2.3).37 
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Figure 2.3. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

show the decreasing diameter of HA nanoparticles with increasing degree of substitution 

with 5β-cholanic acid. This image was adapted from Reference 37.  

Further investigation done on HA-cholanic acid nanoparticles involved 

mineralization with calcium nitrate and ammonium phospate and subsequent loading with 

doxorubicin.40 Mineralization caused the nanoparticles to shrink from 260 nm to 140 nm; 

however, the nanoparticle size increased when exposed to an acidic environment, 

displaying pH-responsive degradation of the mineral domains.40 

2.4 HA in Supramolecular Coacervates and Hydrogels  
 

2.4.1 Coacervates 

HA affords myriad avenues for chemical modification. Additionally, the 

polyanionic character of HA also allows for supramolecular chemistry through electrostatic 

interactions. The resulting coacervates show many interesting properties. The complex 

coacervation of mussel adhesive protein features prominently in literature and these marine 

creatures inspired a number of attempts to synthetically mimic the underwater adhesive 

properties of their protein coacervates. Stewart41 wrote a broad overview of these efforts, 

which include attempts to form coacervates of recombinant or hybrid mussel protein with 
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HA.42,43 Additionally, HA also forms coacervates with other compounds such as silk 

fibroin44 and chitosan.45,46,47  

In the case of HA-chitosan coacervates, researchers observed the formation of 

spherical capsules47 and also achieved double-walled microspheres46 through the 

emulsification-coacervation method.  The spherical capsules possessed diameters ranging 

from 590-1550 µm depending on coacervation conditions such as HA concentration and 

environmental pH.47 Thus, researchers synthesized gels of chitosan and HA that allowed 

the encapsulation of model compounds Cyclosporine A and bovine serum albumin48 in 

addition to the anticoagulant heparin.49  

Similarly, addition of HA to poly(L-lysine)-b-poly(lactic acid) AB diblock 

copolymers yielded micellar structures coated with HA.50 PLL-b-PLA forms nanoscale 

micelles that feature a PLA core and cationic PLL shell which interacts with anionic 

polysaccharides such as HA, heparin, or carboxymethyl-dextran upon their addition. In this 

case the HA surface layer enhanced the specificity of the polyionic-complexed micelles 

compared to heparin or carboxymethyl-dextran surface layers, which allowed the selective 

targeting through CD44-mediated endocytosis of sinusoidal endothelial liver cells which 

transport oxygen and nutrients from the bloodstream into the liver.50 

2.4.2 Hydrogels 

Crosslinked hydrogels of HA show properties suitable for tissue engineering such 

as minimal toxicity, appropriate modulus, and good porosity.51,52,53,54 Various synthetic 

routes employing the likes of Diels-Alder cycloaddition,52 photoinitiated radical addition,53 

Michael-type addition to divinyl sulfone,55 or thiol-ene33 addition yielded HA-based 

hydrogels. This review focuses on HA-containing copolymers. For further reading on the 
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therapeutic applications of HA homopolymer-based materials and hydrogels, the author 

recommends the excellent reviews from Burdick,56 Chung,54 Allison,57 and Balasz.58  

Carbodiimide-activated coupling of 2,2’-ethylenedioxy-bis(ethylamine) to the 

carboxylates of HA provided crosslinked nanoparticles of size <110 nm.59 Various reaction 

conditions such as ionic strength, pH, HA concentration, and stoichiometric ratio of 

crosslinker all impacted the final particle size when varied. However, dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) investigation of nanoparticle size showed bimodal distribution owing to 

the aggregation of the nanoparticles. Increased salt content in the synthesis medium more 

efficiently screened the electrostatic interactions and helped to prevent the formation of 

larger particles.59 Additionally, increasing the amount of crosslinker from 7% to 25% 

stoichiometric ratio led to smaller diameters.  

2.5 HA-containing Block and Graft Copolymers 

 
Ring opening polymerization, coupling, enzymatic polymerization, and radical 

polymerization all afford polysaccharide-containing block copolymers.60 Coupling of HA 

with pre-prepared synthetic polymers yields HA-containing block copolymers. In the case 

of HA-containing graft copolymers, researchers employ the grafting-to approach more 

commonly than the grafting-from method although examples of the latter exist. 61,62,63 

HA forms block copolymers with synthetic polymers such as poly(ethylene 

oxide)64 (PEO) through oxime click, poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)65 through amine coupling, 

and poly(benzyl-L-glutamate)66,67,68 (PBLG) through Huisgen alkyne-azide cycloaddition. 

In each case, reductive amination of HA with sodium cyanoborohydride yielded a reactive 

chain end which underwent subsequent modification to feature a terminal alkyne in the 

case of blocking with poly(benzyl-L-glutamate). Another similar block copolymer features 
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a poly(lactic acid-co-glycolide) (PLGA) block in addition to a block of HA. Again, sodium 

cyanoborohydride reduced the chain end of HA to yield an amine, which further reacted 

with N-hydroxysuccinimide-terminated PLGA to yield HA-b-PLGA.69 

Synthetic vesicles called polymersomes display interesting characteristics and 

result from the self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers in solution. The spherical 

structure allows encapsulation of small molecules and therefore mimicry of vesicles such 

as naturally occurring endosomes and artificially prepared liposomes. As such, block 

copolymers containing HA prove able to form polymersomes provided sufficient 

hydrophobicity of the second block. For instance, HA-b-PBLG displayed the ability to 

form polymersomes66,67,68,70 and encapsulate antitumor drugs such as doxorubicin and 

docetaxel. A benefit of HA-containing polymersomes for drug delivery results from the 

natural occurrence of HA within the body, which provides an enzymatic route for its 

biodegradation70 with hyaluronidase. 

Treatment of HA with ammonium persulfate allows radical addition of 

acrylonitrile61 or acrylic acid62 (AA) in a grafted-from method.  The use of ceric ammonium 

nitrate in acidic solution allows grafting of hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) from the 

HA backbone.63 Grafted-to copolymers of HA and other biocompatible polymers such as 

poly(L-lysine) (PLL) or poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) feature prominently in the literature. 

Carbodiimide coupling affords HA-g-PLGA71 and also PEG-grafted HA,72 although the 

latter requires acidic conditions. Poloxamer, which consists of an ABA triblock copolymer 

of PEG as the hydrophilic A blocks and poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) as the hydrophobic 

B block, also links to HA  through carbodiimide coupling when modified with terminal 

amines.73 Carboxylate endcapped poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) adds to amine-
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modified  HA through amide linkages to provide HA-g-PNIPAM.74 Modification of 

poly(lactic acid) (PLA) with N-hydroxysuccinamide and subsequent addition to HA in the 

presence of diethylamine catalyst yields HA-g-PLA.75,76  

Both HA-g-PLGA71 and HA-b-PLGA37 self-assembled into core-shell micellar 

nanoparticles in aqueous conditions. In both cases, hydrophobic PLGA formed the core 

and encapsulated the antitumoral drug doxorubicin as HA formed the outer shell. The HA-

b-PLGA nanoparticles displayed diameters <60 nm, which increased with increasing 

extent of doxorubicin loading.37 

Nanoparticles of HA-g-PLGA decreased in diameter with increasing graft density. 

Additionally, doubling the molecular weight of the PLGA grafts led to a drastically reduced 

diameter, owing to the increased weight percentage of PLGA in the nanoparticle 

composition. For instance, nanoparticles bearing 5,000 g/mol �̅�𝑤 PLGA grafts on 8.6% of 

HA repeat units displayed a diameter of 539.4±8.8 nm as determined through DLS, a 

nanoparticles containing 10,000 g/mol �̅�𝑤 PLGA grafts on 5.4% of HA repeat units 

displayed a diameter of just 98.4±3.7 nm.71 

In some cases, researchers grafted HA onto a preexisting polymer backbone such 

as PLL77,78 or branched poly(ethylene imine) (PEI).79 Synthesis of PLL-g-HA typically 

consists of reductive amination with sodium cyanoborohydride of the HA reducing end 

and covalent coupling with the pendant primary amine of PLL77 (Scheme 2.1). Synthesis 

of PEI-g-HA utilizes carbodiimide coupling.79 These examples provide a foundation for 

further exploration of HA as a graft in copolymers. 
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Scheme 2.1. Structure of PLL-g-HA prepared through sodium cyanoborohyride coupling 

in basic conditions.  

Generic crosslinking of modified HA with a difunctional polymer yields a 

hydrogel. In some cases, low molecular weight modified HA acts as a crosslinker to yield 

a hydrogel or covalently adds to the surface of preexisting hydrogels.80 In the case of the 

former, treatment of HA, gelatin, and chondroitin-6-sulfate with a carbodiimide yielded a 

“tri-co-polymer network”, that proved suitable for tissue engineering;81,82 in the latter, HA 

grafted onto the surface of a chitosan-gelatin hydrogel enhanced the degradation of the 

tissue scaffold compared to both the pristine hydrogel and a hydrogel prepared with HA as 

a crosslinker rather than as a surface modifier.80   

2.6 Biomedical Applications of HA Copolymers 
 Both the variety of available synthetic methods of modification and 

biocompatibility of HA in addition to its ability to specifically bind to CD44 make it a 

natural target for use in biomedical applications such as tissue engineering and drug or 

gene delivery for anticancer and other therapies.  

2.6.1 Drug Delivery 

 As mentioned previously, the self-assembly of HA-copolymer nanoparticles allows 

for the loading of antitumor drugs such as doxorubicin,38, 40, 66,67,68,69,71,75 ciprofloxacin,73 
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and  docetaxel.39,70 In these cases, researchers employed materials such as HA-b-

PBLG,66,67,68,70 HA-g-PLGA71 and its block copolymer counterpart HA-b-PLGA.69 HA-g-

poloxamer, HA-g-PLA,75 mineralized HA-cholanic acid,40 and HA-ceramide.38 

Additionally, surface functionalization of lipid-based nanoparticles with HA 

allowed more efficient trafficking of mitomycin C83 to ex vivo tumor cells associated with 

head and neck cancers but did not display typical toxicity towards noncancerous cells from 

the same patients. Doctors typically avoid treatment with the drug due to its considerable 

toxicity; however, the increased specificity as a result of CD44-HA interaction helps curtail 

this problem.83 

 Of these, more focus centers on doxorubicin-loaded HA-b-PBLG and its in vivo 

and in vitro properties. As mentioned previously, HA-b-PBLG self-assembles into 

polymersomes that feature antiparallel-packed PBLG segments surrounded with layers of 

HA.67 These vesicles display no cytotoxicity66 which makes them attractive candidates for 

drug delivery vehicles. Fluorescence microscopy tracked the cellular uptake in MCF-7 and 

U87 cancer cells of doxorubicin both from a doxorubicin solution and from a solution of 

doxorubicin-loaded micelles (Figure 2.4). In both cell lines, doxorubicin delivered from 

HA-b-PBLG micelles displayed better cellular uptake than doxorubicin delivered from 

solution, with the most notable differences evident beginning at 12 hours.66 
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Figure 2.4. Fluorescent microscopy proves the superiority of HA-b-PBLG micelles for 

delivering doxorubicin. This image was adapted from Reference 66.  

 Similarly, the in vivo activity of HA-b-PBLG polymersomes loaded with 

doxorubicin proved effective at reducing tumor volume and extending the lifetime of mice 

with Ehrlich ascites tumors (EATs).68 EATs overexpress CD44, allowing for CD44-

regulated uptake of the doxorubicin-loaded HA-b-PBLG polymersomes. Therefore, HA-

b-PBLG proves thus far a suitable vehicle for delivery of doxorubicin. 
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In addition to the mentioned drugs, HA-g-PEG displays the ability to entrap insulin 

peptides in solution.72 In this case, comparison of graft densities established that increased 

PEG content helped to protect the HA backbone from hydrolytic degradation as well as to 

more efficiently regulate insulin leakage from the solution. However, at graft densities 

>10%, insulin leakage from HA-g-PEG proved greater than that from unmodified HA 

which the investigators attributed to increased phase separation as a result of PEG content. 

The HA-g-PEG system showed promise as a controlled-release insulin delivery system that 

relied on the natural enzymatic breakdown of HA over time.72. However, this study 

compared the weight percentage of PEG calculated from graft density of only one length 

of PEG graft (Mn = 5,000 g/mol). A more systematic study may provide more insight into 

the mechanism of insulin release from the HA-g-PEG system and whether it varies more 

closely with density or the weight percent of the PEG grafts.  

2.6.2 Nonviral Gene Delivery 

In HA-containing copolymers for nonviral DNA delivery, low molecular weight 

HA attaches to the backbone of PLL. Under physiological conditions, the pendant amines 

of the unreacted PLL chain exist as ammonium cations, which allows for binding of anionic 

DNA or RNA. The presence of HA served to decrease cytotoxicity and to actively target 

cancer cells through CD44-regulated uptake.78 The graft copolymer readily binds DNA at 

a positive-to-negative charge ratio of 1.078 as shown through fluorescence spectroscopy 

with ethidium bromide and  also proved efficient for gene transfection to sinusoidal 

endothelial liver cells. Uncomplexed DNA displayed marginal cellular uptake, and 

addition of HA homopolymer screened the interactions between CD44 and PLL-g-HA and 

resulted in decreased cellular uptake.78  
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Similarly, PEI-g-HA proves suitable for delivery of small interfering RNA 

(siRNA).The electrostatic interaction between anionic siRNA and the cationic PEI segment 

of PEI-g-HA allowed for condensation of particles 20 nm in diameter.79 Once again, HA 

played a key role in reducing the cytotoxicity of the PEI-siRNA and allowed receptor-

regulated cellular uptake. Further investigation led to the synthesis of  nanoparticles 

prepared through crosslinking low molecular weight PEI with cystamine bisacrylamide 

(SS) couples to HA to form (PEI-SS)-b-HA that features a block of HA connected to a 

reducible PEI-SS nanoparticle.84 In the presence of (PEI-SS)-b-HA, (siRNA) selectively 

complexes with the cationic PEI segment, forming clusters and leaving the HA portions to 

coat the outside. These clusters proved effective for efficiently delivering siRNA that 

inhibits expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), therefore preventing 

angiogenesis and serving to kill the tumor.84 

2.6.3 Tissue Engineering 

HA-containing copolymers also show promise as cell scaffolds for tissue 

engineering. The naturally occurring presence of HA in the ECM proves the 

biocompatibility of HA for cell proliferation applications; however, a simple solution of 

HA homopolymer does not provide the physical support required to function as a scaffold 

for in vitro culture of tissue. Thus, researchers employ the incorporation of other polymers 

to tune the characteristics of the scaffold and achieve the desired mechanical, thermal, and 

biological properties.  

The HA-gelatin-chondroitin tri-copolymer system that Chang et al introduced in 

200381 effectively mimics the ECM in cartilage and thus proves its worth as perhaps the 

most important HA-containing copolymer for tissue engineering. Because cartilage tissue 

lacks a blood supply of its own, minor injuries to cartilage require longer healing periods 
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and may even lead to more serious or progressively worsening conditions. In patients with 

significant cartilage degeneration, doctors often employ complete joint replacement rather 

than attempt to repair the cartilage.81 Thus, researchers targeted effective and efficient in 

vivo engineering of cartilage for treatment of joint injuries. The HA-gelatin-chondroitin 

formulation displayed the ability to promote growth of chondrocyte cells, which comprise 

cartilage.   

Tissue engineering requires use of a porous material as the scaffold to promote 

uniform cell growth and allow sufficient space for cell proliferation. The HA-gelatin-

chondroitin scaffold exhibited uniform pore size of 180 µm81 as seen below in an image 

obtained through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 2.5). This finding 

prompted further investigation into fine tuning the biological activity of the scaffold. The 

protein transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) plays a role in many cellular processes 

such as cell proliferation and differentiation. Surface modification of the tri-copolymer 

scaffold with TGF-β1 allowed for enhanced cell proliferation in in vitro studies as well as 

increased cellular expression of collagen and HA.82 
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Figure 2.5. SEM demonstrates the porous nature of the HA-gelatin-chondroitin scaffold. 

This figure was adapted from Reference 81.  

 Other HA copolymers for tissue engineering include HA-g-PNIPAM74 and HA-g-

HEMA.63 HA-g-PNIPAM displays thermal responsiveness, forming hydrogels when 

heated above 30 °C, which allows for an injectable material to gel in situ upon delivery to 

physiological conditions. In vitro experiments confirmed the suitability of the material for 

cell proliferation and in vivo studies confirmed its biocompatibility in mice and although 

these studies excluded cell delivery with the copolymer85 the material showed promise for 

future investigation. HA-g-HEMA films also proved suitable for lung tissue culture with 

minimal cytotoxicity in in vitro studies. Rather than forming a three dimensional network, 

HA-g-HEMA forms films that swell up to 68% in water and allow cells deposited onto the 

surface to penetrate up to 50 µm into the film.63 The film-forming properties of the 

copolymer potentially provide avenues for specific tailoring of scaffold shape.  

2.7 Conclusion 
 The well-established validity of HA for a variety of applications led to investigation 

of HA-containing copolymers for various uses. The versatility and wide array of available 

methods of chemical modification of HA in addition to its inherent biological function 

prove HA copolymers to possess significant potential for emerging biomedical 

applications. Various HA copolymers display abilities to function as drug delivery 

vehicles, gene carriers for nonviral delivery, and scaffolds for tissue engineering. HA 

copolymers thus far show immense promise in biomedical applications and future 

investigation will prove crucial for unlocking the full potential of HA copolymers. 
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3.1 Abstract:  

 
Polymer networks exhibit broadly applicable properties across a wide range of 

applications.  Networks with incorporated degradability prove an attractive target as 

researchers investigate polymeric materials that exhibit a chemical response to an external 

stimulus for smart materials. Borrowing from established small molecule and protecting 

group chemistry enables rational design of cleavable networks in response to stimuli such 

as water, pH, or other chemical signals. This perspective highlights advances in polymer 

networks that feature degradable functional groups upon exposure to various stimuli and 

also discusses further potential avenues of exploration in the field. 

3.2 Introduction 

 
 Polymer scientists often aim to produce materials with enhanced stability for broad 

applicability and extended use in increasingly harsh environments. To achieve this, 

researchers investigate crosslinked polymers that feature robust mechanical properties and 

solvent resistance. However, it is increasingly apparent that fine control of network 

stability represents a powerful and underused synthetic strategy. Crosslinked materials that 
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degrade under a well-defined set of conditions represent a major target towards stimuli-

responsive smart materials with tunable properties, and towards environmentally-friendly 

recyclable materials.1-9 

 Network materials result from incorporation of multifunctional monomers that 

enable bridging between polymer chains. Difunctional components lead to crosslinking in 

the chain-growth polymerization of vinyl-containing compounds. Trifunctional or even 

tetrafunctional vinyl compounds further tune the curing process and the properties of the 

final product. In step-growth reactions, addition of trifunctional or greater monomers 

enables crosslinking. Implementation of cleavable sites into these multifunctional 

crosslinkers yields exploitable degradation properties inherent in the resulting material 

(Figure 3.1).  

 
Figure 3.1. Representation of a network featuring crosslink sites (red circles) that 

degrade upon exposure to a stimulus. 

 

 This paper provides an overview of degradable covalent networks with an emphasis 

on recent examples of stimuli-triggered degradation. These examples are arranged 

according to the cleavable functional group, with respective sections devoted to 

hydrolyzable networks featuring esters or anhydrides, acetals, disulfide groups, tertiary 

alkyl esters, base-cleavable esters, silyl ethers, poly(benzyl ether)s, and 

polyhexahydrotriazines. Finally, the manuscript discusses potential areas of exploration in 
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the field with regards to greater signal sensitivity and selectivity, wider variety of trigger 

degradation, and utilization of established degradation chemistry into crosslinked 

materials.  

3.3 Degradable Networks 

 
3.3.1 Esters 

 Polymers such as poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), poly(D/L lactide) (PLA), 

polyglycolide (PGA), and poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)  (Figure 2) represent 

polyesters commonly used in biomedical applications due to their hydrolytic sensitivity.10-

12 PLGA and PLA, in particular, find use because of their low glass transition temperatures 

(Tg) and melting temperatures (Tm). Furthermore, some compositions of PLGA exhibit no 

crystallinity as irregularities inhibit chain packing.13 Semicrystalline polymers degrade 

much more slowly than do amorphous analogs, due to relative impermeability of polymer 

crystallites to water. Hydrolysis of polyesters remains especially attractive because the 

liberated carboxylic acid byproduct catalyzes further ester degradation.  

 

 

Figure 3.2. Structures of (a) PCL, (b) PLA, (c) PGA, and (d) PLGA. 

  Anseth et al demonstrated the usefulness of PCL- and PLA-based dimethacrylates 

for tissue scaffolding.14 Diethylene glycol-initiated ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of 

caprolactone, lactide, or a series of comonomer mixtures afforded polyester diol oligomers, 

and subsequent methacrylation generated photocurable macromers. The networks proved 
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cell viable, and also degraded under physiological conditions in phosphate-buffered saline 

solutions at pH 7.4 and 37 °C, although the fastest observed time was 105 days.  

 Other work in the same group used poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) to initiate ROP of 

D,L-lactide.15 Acrylation and subsequent photocuring of the diols yielded PEG-based 

hydrogel networks with hydrolyzable esters, which served as hosts for high molecular 

weight solutes such as lysozyme, bovine serum albumin, or fluorescently-labeled dextrin. 

The swelling, mesh size, and release profiles of the networks were examined as molecular 

weight of the crosslinker changed, enabling a detailed study of degradation on network 

structure and solute release. Although Hubbell previously studied PEG-based, lactide-

containing networks for their cell adhesion properties and degradation, Anseth’s lactide-

containing networks improved on Hubbell’s earlier work by featuring more readily-

hydrolyzed esters.16-18  In this case, Anseth’s networks containing the highest PEG spacer 

size and a low relative incorporation of ester units exhibited full degradation in under 1 

day.  

  Anseth’s synthesis also provided a route towards methacrylate-containing PLA-

grafted poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH), which generated a highly functional PVOH-g-PLA 

crosslinker.19 When mixed with PLA-b-PEG-b-PLA diacrylate and photocured, the 

resulting networks exhibited tunable swelling, release, and degradation behavior under 

physiological conditions. Also, these networks demonstrated suitability for tissue 

engineering applications. Photocuring the components in the presence of chondrocytes 

afforded a network with uniformly encapsulated cells, which remained alive and 

functioning throughout the 8 week duration of the experiment. Others directly crosslinked 

acrylate-containing PVOH-g-PLA and achieved similar results.20-21 
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 Research from the Bowman group investigated similar PLA-b-PEG-b-PLA 

diacrylates which underwent curing with multifunctional thiols.22 Varying the relative 

ratios of mono-, di-, and tetrafunctional thiols and the overall thiol concentration generated 

a detailed study of crosslinker effects on the molecular weight between crosslinked sites, 

which correlated well to theoretically predicted results.23 Bowman’s earlier research 

established a novel kinetic model to aid in the description of multivinyl network formation 

during photocuring.24 

3.3.2 Anhydrides 

 

 Anhydrides undergo hydrolysis more rapidly than esters as a result of increased 

electron withdrawing effect of the second carbonyl, making them attractive groups for 

targeted degradation.25-26 Since their first introduction into degradable networks in 1998, 

several investigations further explored the feasibility of anhydride-containing networks for 

biomedical applications.27-28 Early examples in the literature greatly detailed the 

degradation mechanism and pathway of anhydride-containing containing networks through 

analysis of the degradation products with MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry.29-30  

 Recently, reports investigated polyesters with terminal methacrylate-containing 

anhydride functionalities.31-33 Linear or star-shaped PCL-based polymers were end-

functionalized with succinic anhydride-based compounds to yield terminal carboxylic 

acids, which were further modified with methacrylic anhydride. These networks were 

evaluated for their water sorption and controlled release of propranolol HCl.31,34 Another 

notable example of a polyanhydride network used multifunctional thiol crosslinkers with 

4-pentenoic anhydride to produce gels with tunable hydrophobicity and thermal 
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properties.35 These and other anhydride-containing gels degraded through surface erosion 

and corroborated earlier examples.36-38 

 One drawback inherent with networks that employ star-shaped crosslinkers is the 

ratio of crosslinkable functional groups to the cleavable groups. For instance, with these 

anhydride-containing crosslinkers, the synthetic strategy placed the anhydride groups at 

the chain ends prior to crosslinking. Because of this, each labile linkage only liberates one 

chain from the crosslinked site. Thus, a tetrafunctional crosslinker requires three 

degradation events to fully free the crosslinked chains from that crosslinked site. While 

advantageous for controlled release over longer periods of time, this type of network 

architecture lacks precise control and quick response to the degradation trigger. 

3.3.3 Acetals and ketals 

  

 Integrating a more finely-tunable degradation mechanism represents a logical 

advance in the development of stimulus-responsive networks. While pH serves as just one 

example of an exploitable trigger, it plays a well-defined and understood role in biological 

systems allowing the targeting of environment-specific stability and properties in synthetic 

networks. For instance, the pH differences between the extracellular matrix (pH 7.4), 

endosomes (pH ~ 5.5) and lysosomes ( pH ~ 4.5) is well-documented and represents the 

difference between a slightly basic environment and a decidedly acidic one.39-40 The acetal 

and ketal functionalities prove particularly susceptible to degradation in acidic 

environments, and therefore typify such stimulus-responsive linkages. 

 An early example employed direct reaction of proteins with an acetal-containing 

hetero-bifunctional crosslinker featuring maleimide and NHS-ester functionalities.41 The 

acetal-crosslinked bioconjugate exhibited a half-life (t1/2) of 139 h at pH 5.5. However, the 
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authors discussed the potential advantages of tuning the electronic environment around the 

acetal to facilitate rapid degradation. This study also investigated crosslinkers that featured 

ortho-ester acid-labile groups, but these compounds exhibited inherent hydrolytic 

sensitivity over a wide pH range which rendering them unsuitable for selectively pH-

triggered degradation. 

 In this vein, Frechet et al. detailed the synthesis and characterization of various 

acetal-containing networks for biomedical applications.42-44 Acetal-containing, 

acrylamide-based hydrogels (Figure 3) exhibited a t1/2 of 24 h at pH 7.4, while reducing 

the pH to 5.5 caused a marked drop to a t1/2 of 5.5 min.42 The crosslinker also permitted 

synthesis of microgels on the order of 1-10 µm in size featuring encapsulated fluorescently-

labeled albumin to show feasibility of therapeutic protein delivery. Further work 

highlighted the tunability of acetal-containing linkages to investigate the stability of drug-

polymer conjugates and drug-loaded micelles.43,45 Many other reports detail the inclusion 

of acetal or acylal linkages into networks for pH-sensitive degradation. Applications of 

these crosslinked networks included step-and-flash imprint lithography, tissue engineering, 

and delivery of therapeutics.46-57  Degradation of the acetal linkages occurred on timescales 

ranging from under a minute to over three weeks, indicating the wide window of 

degradation timescales.47-48 
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Figure 3.3. pH-degradable, acetal-containing poly(acrylamide)-based networks. 
 The potential for fine-tuning the cleavage of acetal groups enables judicious and 

careful design on the molecular level to affect the degradability of the bulk material in ways 

that ester and anhydride linkages simply do not offer. Tuning the reactivity of the acetal 

group affects its lability over a range of pH values due to the first order rate dependence of 

degradation on pH.43 As a result, engineered acetal linkages that exhibit remarkably fast 

degradation in acidic environments also often exhibit relative hydrolytic instability in more 

mild conditions, rendering them impractical for many other applications. However, 

careful design of acetal and chemically similar ketal and formal linkages can enhance the 

hydrolytic stability under common usage conditions while still providing a route towards 

chemical degradation.  

 An exciting area of recently emerging research with these acid-degradable groups 

lies in acid-cleavable organic compounds for use in carbon fiber composite matrix resins. 

Carbon fiber composites featuring degradable matrices exhibit similar robust mechanical 

properties compared to those with traditional permanent epoxide resins. Several examples 

of these engineered crosslinkers degrade into their respective starting materials, affording 

true chemical recyclability.58-63 One example used acetal-containing diisocyanates for 

synthesis of degradable polyurethanes, which also found use as carbon fiber matrix resins. 
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Degradation of the polyurethane led to near complete recovery of the carbon fibers.59 

Crosslinkers comprising an acid-degradable group and multiple amine functionalities 

found use in chemically-degradable epoxide resins.60-63 When used in carbon fiber 

composites, treatment with strong acid served to cleave the labile groups, which enabled 

recovery of the carbon fibers and subsequent reuse in composites.58 

3.3.4 Disulfides 

 

 Sulfur-sulfur bonds form in oxidizing environments, while reducing environments 

favor the breaking of the disulfide bond into two corresponding thiols. As discussed 

previously, pH generally requires treatment of the network material with a solution to begin 

degradation, while disulfide bonds prove susceptible to reducing environments that include 

the presence of reducing gases such as hydrogen, carbon monoxide or hydrogen sulfide. 

However, the majority of reductive cleavage of disulfide bonds is performed in the 

presence of reducing agents such as dithiothreitol (DTT), the peptide glutathione (GSH), 

or phosphine compounds. Because disulfide bonds between cysteine residues play a major 

role in dictating protein structure, much of the literature in the area of disulfide bond-

containing networks revolves around biomedical applications.58-64 

 Pan et al. employed Michael addition of polyethyleimine (PEI) to N,N’-

bis(acryloyl)cystamine (Figure 3.4) to synthesize hydrogels for evaluation of their 

encapsulation and release properties of ceftriaxone sodium.65 A detailed study established 

structure-property relationships for kinetics and extent of water uptake, morphology, 

surface area, and degradation. In general, the degradation rate, pore size, and water uptake 

all decreased with increasing crosslink density. Upon treatment with DTT, the gels released 

all sequestered drug as quickly as 48 h, and completely degraded after two weeks. 
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Figure 3.4. Structure of a reductively cleavable disulfide-containing, PEI-based Michael 

addition network.   

 

3.3.5 Tertiary alkyl esters 

 

 Various other kinds of crosslinkers demonstrate capability of stimulus-triggered 

degradation. Diacrylates and dimethacrylates of tertiary diols (Figure 5) display acid 

lability in networks and in core-crosslinked star polymers.47,72-73  Cleavage of these esters 

generally requires treatment with a strong acid such as trifluoroacetic acid or p-

toluenesulfonic acid and mild heating to achieve full degradation of the cleavable groups. 

These tertiary alkyl esters also display well-characterized thermal degradation.74-75 While 

not as responsive as acetals, these tertiary esters prove resistant to undesired degradation 

at neutral pH. 

 

Figure 3.5. Examples of tertiary alkyl esters that degrade upon exposure to heat or acid. 
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3.3.6 Base-labile crosslinkers  

 

 To this point, literature largely detailed acid-cleavable linkages rather than base-

labile functionalities. However, some recent investigations explored the synthesis and 

characterization of base-degradable crosslinkers (Figure 3.6).76-78 In one case, Patrickios 

et al. borrowed from established protecting group chemistry to develop a novel, symmetric 

dimethacrylate compound based on 2,6-pyridinediethanol (Figure 3.6a).76 Upon treatment 

with 0.4 M NaOD,  the 2-(pyridin-2-yl)ethyl groups readily degraded in 10 min to liberate 

2,6-divinylpyridine. While the crosslinker was synthesized in poor overall yield, limiting 

the usefulness of this particular strategy, the degradation proceeded on the same timescale 

as the fastest reported acid-labile acetals. The networks also proved hydrotically stable in 

neutral and acidic environments, demonstrating the selectivity of the stimulus response. 

Figure 3.6. Structures of base-cleavable crosslinkers. 

 Other notable examples of alkaline-labile crosslinkers feature para-substituted 

phenyl diesters. Metz and Theato synthesized a tetrafluorohydroquinone (TFHQ) 

dimethacrylate (Figure 3.6b) for formation of poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM)-

based hydrogels.77 Treatment of the networks with ispropylamine yielded linear PNIPAM 

chains as the phenolic esters underwent nucleophilic acyl substitution to form the 

corresponding amide and liberate TFHQ. UV-visible spectroscopy tracked the progress of 

the reaction. Full network degradation occurred over a range from 5 min to 3 h depending 
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on the crosslinker concentration. However, the release of toxic TFHQ inhibits the use of 

this crosslinker in many applications.  

Chang et al. eliminated this concern when they synthesized a nonfluorinated phenyl 

diacrylate and generated networks of hydroquinone diacrylate (Figure 3.6c) with t-butyl 

acrylate.78 The networks degraded upon exposure to NaHCO3 in methanol at mild 

temperatures over a 36 h time period. Importantly, the phenolic diester proved stable when 

TFA removed the tertiary esters of poly(t-butyl acrylate)-containing networks to yield 

poly(acrylic acid)-based gels. These acid-containing networks then cleaved under similar 

exposure to aqueous NaHCO3. Furthermore, the authors also prepared a triblock copolymer 

with poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) terminal blocks using a phenolic diester 

initiator. Crosslinking of the self-assembled PGMA phases and subsequent cleavage of the 

phenolic esters in the main chain afforded crosslinked PGMA nanospheres. This study in 

particular elegantly highlighted the usefulness of selectively degradable linkages in 

preparing various stimuli-responsive network materials. 

3.3.7 Silyl Ethers 

 

 Silyl ethers also degrade under acidic conditions and exhibit tunable degradation 

properties. Themistou and Patrickios reported in 2004 the hydrolytic instability of a 

dimethyl silyl ether dimethacrylate-based crosslinker (Figure 3.7a) compared to a simple 

ethylene glycol dimethacrylate in network and star polymer synthesis.79 DeSimone et al. 

employed a diacrylic version of a similar crosslinker (Figure 3.7b) and compared its 

degradation properties to those of a di-t-butyl silyl ether analog, which remained stable 

under similar degradative conditions.80 Most recently, silyl ether-containing thiol-ene 

networks showed tunable degradation resulting from the functionality and hydrophobicity 
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of the selected thiol and vinyl compounds.81 These examples of labile silyl ethers further 

demonstrate the versatility of these networks for various manufacturing applications such 

as photolithography and degradable therapeutic particles.  

 

Figure 3.7. Structures of the silyl ether-based crosslinkers employed by Patrickios (a) and 

DeSimone (b).  

3.3.8 Poly(benzyl ether)s 

  

  Self-immolative polymers, such as poly(benzyl ethers) (PBEs) degrade through a 

linear, head-to-tail depolymerization mechanism.82-85 Phillips et al. described a 

norbornene-containing, protected PBE that acted as macromolecular, multifunctional 

crosslinker of decyl ester-containing norbornene for ROMP (Figure 8).86 In this case, 

fluoride cleaved the protecting group and initiated the depolymerization of the PBE. The 

timescale of depolymerization depended on the molecular weight of the norbornene-

containing PBE and ranged from 10 to 40 min. The network served as an adhesive for 

various substrates, and degradation of the PBE resulted in rapid debonding. 
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Figure 3.8. Structure of the PBE-crosslinked polynorbornene-based network. 

3.3.9 Polyhexahydrotriazines 

 

 Aromatic polyhexahydrotriazines (PHTs) (Figure 3.9) represent a major 

advancement towards recyclable thermosets.87-88 The highly crosslinked networks arise 

from the reaction of an aromatic diamine with paraformaldehyde to yield a hemiaminal 

dynamic covalent network. Dynamic covalent networks, also known as covalent adaptable 

networks or vitrimers, also represent an area of interest for thermoset-type materials with 

enhanced processability and have been well-reviewed elsewhere.89-92  Upon thermal 

treatment at 200 °C, the network undergoes a chemical change from a dynamic covalent 

network to a traditional thermoset that features hexahydrotriazine linkages. These 

thermosets displayed robust thermomechanical properties with a Tg near 200 °C and 

Young’s modulus of 10.3 GPa. While these networks also displayed excellent solvent 

resistance, digestion with sulfuric acid enabled recovery of the oxydianiline monomer in 

86% yield. Carbon nanotube-PHT composites exhibited reinforced mechanical strength, 
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and degradation of the composite network resulted in high recovery yield of both the 

nanotubes and the PHT network components. 

 

Figure 3.9. pH-reversible PHT network based on oxydianiline. 

3.4 Towards the future 

 
 The PHTs described above depart from most common degradable networks due to 

their inherent mechanical properties. Most degradable networks covered here arise from 

chain growth-type monomers and mechanisms to yield primarily hydrocarbon structures 

with minimal or no crystallinity. Furthermore, the crosslinking functionality is truly 

reversible for PHTs, in stark contrast with most other degradable networks. Similarly, 

degradable or reformable thermosets prove especially attractive targets for researchers due 

to their implications for manufacturing in various industries. While PHTs form a 

degradable linkage in their polymerization, another rational approach is to investigate 

synthesis of cleavable monomers for incorporation into traditional step-growth engineering 

thermosets.  In this area, established literature reports of degradable polymers and small 

molecules could prove useful as templates for designing recyclable networks.59, 61, 93-95 In 

particular, degradable networks as matrix resins offer interesting and exciting possibilities 

for recovering carbon nanotubes, carbon fibers, and glass fibers from composites, enabling 
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further reuse. Composite systems that yield both matrix starting materials and the 

reinforcing component upon degradation, such as the PHT-based composites, prove 

incredibly attractive.  

 Thermosets that can be reformed or reprocessed with minimal changes in 

thermomechanical properties prove an attractive target for researchers. Vitrimers allow for 

reprocessing of thermoset-type materials, representing a different approach to material 

recyclability.96-97 Vitrimers based on polyimines, polyesters, and polyurethanes 

demonstrate reprocessability in response to external stimuli such as water, heat, or strain.98-

101 These vitrimer networks therefore lend attractive processability to their applications, 

especially for composite applications. A critically important area of future research 

involves coupling the reprocessability of vitrimers with chemical degradability to enable 

both thermoset reforming and degradation to recapture starting materials. This kind of 

approach has immense implications for composite materials. One recent report explored 

using a polyimine vitrimer as a matrix in carbon fiber composites to enable the reforming 

of the entire composite without any chemical treatment steps while also allowing chemical 

degradation of the matrix to recover both the carbon fibers and matrix monomers.98 A 

composite containing chemically recycled starting materials demonstrated similar tensile 

properties to the pristine composite. 

 There is an obvious tradeoff between designing an inherently degradable material 

and the range of useful environments for that material. For instance, hydrolytic properties 

enable many applications of degradable networks, but just as many applications exist where 

hydrolytic stability proves paramount. Thus, the future design of degradable networks 

requires exploitation of a wider variety of triggers. While signals such as pH and reducing 
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environments work well for systems that seek to use them, those stimuli also often interfere 

with other functional groups, bonds, linkages, and so on. Precise targeting of less 

conventional triggers offers closer control over network properties and helps ensure 

degradation only when desired.  

Reports of triggers such as oxidizing environments, mechanical stress, and light 

already exist and their networks warrant further investigation. Aromatic oxalate linkages 

degrade in the presence of H2O2 to form CO2 and the corresponding alcohols.102 Polymers 

that contain mechanophores such as β-lactam groups degrade upon application of an 

external force such as ultrasound.103 Examples of photolabile functional groups include 

ortho-nitrobenzyl (o-NB) esters, o-NB ethers, and cyclobutane diimides.104-107 It is easy to 

imagine, for instance, a polyimide network composed of a multifunctional amine with 

cyclobutane dianhydride that degrades upon UV irradiation but proves stable over a wide 

pH range (Figure 3.10).  

 
Figure 3.10. Hypothetical UV-induced degradation of a polyimide network into 

maleimide-containing small molecules.   

Similarly, the design of stimulus-responsive covalent networks must also account for 

the timescale of the degradation. As a general rule, sharp transitions lend greater control 
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over the properties of smart materials for various application. However, other applications 

favor degradation mechanisms that provide a response over longer timescales. Thus, 

surface erosion-controlled hydrolysis of anhydride-containing networks works well for 

controlled release applications while rapidly-degraded acetals prove particularly useful for 

burst-release drug delivery. For recyclable materials, the timescale of degradation is 

relevant for the reducing the cost involved with the recycling process. In this case, the 

extent of recovery of starting components with good purity for further reuse and the 

efficiency and conditions inherent to the recycling process are also important from an 

industrial and financial perspective.  

Researchers must also consider the sensitivity of the degradable linkage to the signal. 

Disruption of a network with a catalytic or amplified signal is preferred over stoichiometric 

reactions for reasons such as atom economy, cost of degradation, and minimizing the 

formation of undesired byproducts. For these reasons, multifunctional macromolecular 

crosslinkers of self-immolative polymers such as PBEs demonstrate tremendous potential. 

In these cases, a single interaction at the chain end results in depolymerization and 

degradation of several crosslinks.  
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Figure 3.11. Additive manufacturing of multiply-degradable networks permits fine tuning 

of degradation properties, multiple routes to complete dissociation, and control of 

degradative properties in three dimensions. 

Another exciting area of potential research lies in combining multiple kinds of 

crosslinkers with orthogonal cleavability to achieve step-wise degradable networks 

(Figure 3.11). For instance, employing both acid-sensitive and base-sensitive crosslinkers 

may enable partial degradability of the network and subsequent degradation following 

another step. This grants greater control over the degradation behavior of the network. 

Oxime sulfonate-containing polymers represent an interesting possibility, as mechanical 

stress causes bond scission to form a sulfonic acid group, which could potentially trigger 

subsequent degradation.108 A separate but similar type of design could see the incorporation 

of crosslinkers that respond to the same stimulus but at different time scales, such as acid-

sensitive acetals and tertiary alkyl esters. Tailoring the relative inclusion of the two 

crosslinking compounds might permit fine tuning of the resultant network’s degradation. 

Excitingly, these types of dually- or multiply-degradable designs appear well-poised for 
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use in additive manufacturing as developments in the field grant more precise control of 

an object’s chemical properties in three-dimensional space.  

3.5 Conclusion   

 
 It remains clear that degradable networks represent an exciting area of research for 

a variety of applications. Several strategies generated networks with numerous diverse 

functional groups that feature different mechanisms and rates of degradation. However, 

with increasing demands for stimuli-responsive smart materials with robust properties, 

ample opportunity for improvement and advancement of the field still exists. Exploiting 

well-established chemistry empowers researchers to further explore this area and develop 

novel materials with precisely tailored properties. 
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4.1 Abstract 

 
 Two-step reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization 

and two subsequent post-polymerization modification steps afforded well-defined ABA 

triblock copolymers featuring mechanically reinforcing polystyrene outer blocks and 1-

methylimidazole-neutralized poly(acrylic acid)-based central blocks. Size exclusion 

chromatography and 1H NMR spectroscopy confirmed predictable molecular weights and 

narrow distributions. The ionic liquid (IL) 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 

trifluoromethanesulfonate ([EMIm][OTf]) was incorporated at 30 wt % into polymeric 

films. Thermogravimetric analysis, differential scanning calorimetry, and dynamic 

mechanical analysis determined the thermomechanical properties of the polymers and 

polymer-IL composites. Atomic force microscopy, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), 

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) determined surface and bulk morphologies, 
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and poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) exhibited a change from packed cylindrical to lamellar 

morphology in SAXS upon IL incorporation. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

determined the in-plane ionic conductivities of the polymer-IL membranes (σ ~ 10-4 S/cm). 

A device fabricated from poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) with 30 wt % incorporated IL 

demonstrated mechanical actuation under a low applied voltage of 4 V.  

4.2 Introduction 

 
 Polymer-ionic liquid composites represent an emerging field of study owing to their 

synergy of thermomechanical and conductive properties.1,2 In particular, polymers in 

conjunction with ionic liquid (IL) demonstrate suitability for various applications including 

sensors, artificial muscle, devices for energy harvesting, and gas separation 

membranes.3,4,5,6  Electromechanical actuators based on ionic liquid-containing polymeric 

membranes offer robust mechanical integrity, greater design versatility, and enhanced 

response at low applied potential (< 10 V).4,5, 7   

 The use of block copolymers in ion-polymer transducers offers greater control over 

actuator properties. Block copolymers offer the advantage of tailored microphase-

separated morphology, which greatly affects ionic conductivity in block copolymer films. 

Mahanthappa et al. showed the change in ionic conductivity as AB diblock copolymer 

morphology changed from hexagonally-packed cylinders to lamellar, and they compared 

these values to the corresponding homopolymer.8 Elabd et al. also demonstrated the 

superior ionic conductivities on the scale of two-orders of magnitude for weakly 

microphase-separated AB diblock copolymers over their random copolymer analogues 

despite the absence of long-range periodicity.9  
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ABA triblock copolymers exhibit superior mechanical properties over AB diblock 

copolymers of similar composition, resulting from physical crosslinking at on each end of 

the low-Tg central block. Variation of block length and relative block incorporation enables 

precise tailoring of thermomechanical, morphological, and conductive properties of the 

final electromechanical transducer.7, 10,11 For instance, Long et al. recently demonstrated 

ionic conductivity dependence on relative block lengths for ABA triblock copolymers with 

charged central blocks.10 Several studies also report the preferential interaction of IL with 

polar phases of block copolymer matrices, demonstrating further suitability of block 

copolymers for electroactive devices.12,13,14  

Eisenberg et al. reported extensively on the self-assembling nature of polystyrene 

(PS) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) AB diblock copolymers.15,16,17,18,19 An additional report 

studied PS-b-PAA-b-PS and demonstrated self-assembly in IL 1-butyl-3-

methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (BMIm PF6).
20 Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) revealed a change from vesicles to micelles with increased molecular 

weight of PAA central block. Another study investigated an AB diblock copolymer of PS 

and poly(sodium acrylate) (PNaA) in the presence of varying amounts of 1-cetylpyridinium 

surfactant.21 In the solid state, these materials contained cetyl chain crystalline domains 

with amorphous PS and PNaA domains, depending on the level of surfactant loading. 

Previous work also established the suitability of imidazolium-containing polymers for 

electromechanical actuators due to their inherent thermal stability and excellent ionic 

conductivity.10, 22,23,24 Vinylbenzylimidazole (VBIm)-based triblock copolymers 

synthesized with nitroxide-mediated polymerization yielded actuators with response 

behaviors comparable to industry benchmark Nafion® when incorporated with IL.10 In this 
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case, the imidazolium cation was covalently bound to the polymer backbone. In our other 

work, alkylimidazole neutralization of a sulfonated symmetric pentablock copolymer and 

subsequent swelling with IL provided an actuator with mobile imidazolium counterion.24  

In the present work, neutralization of PS-b-PAA-b-PS-based triblock copolymers 

with 1-methylimidazole (MeIm) presents the imidazolium functionality in novel poly(Sty--

b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) ABA triblock 

copolymers. This manuscript details the RAFT synthesis and thermomechanical properties 

of these novel ABA triblock copolymers. Furthermore, the present study examines the 

incorporation of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate ([EMIm][OTf]) 

to yield polymer-IL composite with ionic conductivity on the order of 10-4 S/cm and 

demonstrates actuation behavior of the resulting fabricated electromechanical transducer. 

4.3 Experimental 

 
4.3.1 Materials. Styrene (Sty, >99%), n-butyl acrylate (nBA, 99%), and t-butyl acrylate 

(tBA, >98%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and passed through a basic alumina 

column to remove inhibitor. 2,2’-Azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN, Aldrich, 99%) was 

recrystallized twice from methanol. 1-Methylimidazole (MeIm, ≥99%) was purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich and distilled prior to use. 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 

trifluoromethanesulfonate ([EMIm][OTf], >99%) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and 

dried in vacuo at 100 °C for 18 h prior to use. Carbon disulfide (≥99%), tetrabutyl 

ammonium hydrogen sulfate (TBA HSO4, ≥99%), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, ≥97%), 

anhydrous 1,4-dioxane, HCl (4.0 M in 1,4-dioxane), and phenolphthalein (ACS grade) 

were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. All other solvents were 

purchased from Spectrum Chemical and used without further purification. 
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4.3.2 Synthesis of polystyrene (PS) precursor 

 

2-(1-carboxy-1-methylsulfanylthiocarbonylsulfanyl)-2-methylpropionic acid 

(CMP) was synthesized in accordance with previously established literature.25 In a typical 

RAFT polymerization, AIBN (16.4 mg, 0.1 mmol), CMP (282 mg, 1 mmol), and Sty (220 

mL, 1.92 mol) were added to a 500-mL, round-bottomed flask equipped with magnetic 

stirring. The solution was sparged with argon for 30 min, and the reaction was subsequently 

immersed in a mineral oil bath thermostated at 65 °C. Monomer conversion was monitored 

with 1H NMR spectroscopy in CDCl3 as the reaction proceeded, while THF SEC provided 

molecular weight data. The reaction was terminated after 48 h at 25% monomer conversion 

through the introduction of air and removal from heat. To ensure complete monomer 

removal, the product was precipitated into methanol and collected with vacuum filtration, 

then subsequently reprecipitated into methanol from a 30 wt % THF solution, collected 

with vacuum filtration, and dried at 60 °C in vacuo for 18 h.  

4.3.3 Synthesis of ABA triblock copolymers  

 

In a typical RAFT polymerization, a 100 mL, round-bottomed flask equipped with 

a magnetic stir bar was charged with AIBN (17.6 mg, 107 µmol), PS precursor (10 g, 216 

µmol), butyl acrylate (16.6 g, 130 mmol), and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, 64 mL). 

The relative ratios of tBA and nBA incorporated into the central block of the ABA triblock 

copolymer was varied, with central block compositions of 0 and 5 mol % nBA targeted. 

The polymerization reaction was sparged with argon for 20 minutes to remove air, and 

submerged in a thermostated 70 °C mineral oil bath. The reaction was terminated after 10 

h through the introduction of air and removal from heat. The product was precipitated into 

CH3OH:H2O mixture (4:1, v:v) and vacuum filtration was employed to collect the solids. 
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1H NMR spectroscopy provided Mn data for the central block consistent with the molecular 

weight data as determined through THF SEC, and also determined the relative 

incorporation of tBA and nBA in the central block to be consistent with the charged values. 

Films of poly(Sty-b-tBA-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-tBA96%]-b-Sty) were cast from 

10 wt % in THF. The films were annealed at 110 °C for 8 h, then 110 °C in vacuo for 8 h.  

4.3.4 Acid cleavage of t-butyl esters 

 t-Butyl esters were selectively cleaved through an adapted acidolysis procedure.26  

ABA triblock copolymer was added to a round-bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic 

stir bar. HCl (4.0 M in 1,4-dioxane) was added to achieve five equivalents of acid per t-

butyl ester. Additional 1,4-dioxane was added to afford a final polymer concentration of 

75 g/L. The reaction flask was sealed and allowed to stir at 25 °C for 48 h. The product 

was precipitated into hexanes and collected through decantation of the supernatant. The 

solids were then redissolved in THF at 30 wt % and reprecipitated into hexanes. Vacuum 

filtration isolated the product, which was washed thoroughly with diethyl ether and 

collected in quantitative yield. The product was dried at 40 °C in vacuo for 18 h. 1H NMR 

spectroscopy indicated the quantitative selective cleavage of t-butyl esters. Films of 

poly(Sty-b-AA-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA96%]-b-Sty) were cast onto Si-coated 

PET from 10 wt % solutions in 9:2 THF:CH3OH mixture. The films were dried at 40 °C 

for 8 h, then 40 °C in vacuo for 8 h.  

4.3.5 Neutralization of carboxylic acid-containing copolymers 

 

To introduce imidazolium groups to the polymer, the acrylic acid units were 

neutralized with MeIm according to the following procedure. Acid-containing triblock 

copolymers were dissolved in a round-bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar at 
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10 wt % in THF:CH3OH mixture (9:2, v:v). MeIm was added dropwise in the presence of 

phenolphthalein indicator until the persistence of a slight pink color, and the solution was 

allowed to stir for 16 h at 25 °C. The reaction was then dialyzed against THF, and solvent 

was subsequently removed under rotary evaporation to afford the product in quantitative 

yield. The product was dried at 40 °C in vacuo for 18 h. Films of poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-

b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) were cast onto Si-coated PET 

from 10 wt % solutions in THF:CH3OH mixture (9:2, v:v). The films were further dried at 

40 °C for 8 h, then 40 °C in vacuo for 8 h.  

4.3.6 Ionic liquid incorporation 

 

The ionic liquid (IL) [EMIm][OTf] was incorporated to the imidazolium-

containing triblock copolymers in the following fashion. The polymer was dissolved at 10 

wt % in THF:CH3OH mixture (9:2, v:v). [EMIm][OTf] was added by micropipette at 30 

wt % IL relative to the polymer. The solution was subjected to magnetic stirring for 24 h 

at 25 °C. Films were cast directly from solution onto a PTFE substrate and subsequently 

annealed at 110 °C for 8 h, then 110 °C in vacuo for 8 h. Dried films were stored in a 

vacuum desiccator until immediately prior to further characterization to eliminate potential 

water uptake. 

4.3.7 Synthesis of random copolymer control  

To determine polymer microstructure effect on properties, the random copolymer 

analogue of poly(Sty-b-tBA-b-Sty) was synthesized. Sty (5.00 mL, 43.6 mmol), tBA (7.66 

mL, 52.3 mmol), AIBN (16.4 mg, 0.1 mmol) and DMF (56.3 mL) were charged to a 100-

mL, round-bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar. The solution was sparged 

with argon for 20 min and subsequently immersed in a thermostated 65 °C mineral oil bath 
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and allowed to stir for 24 h. The polymer product was precipitated in 4:1 CH3OH:H2O, 

collected by vacuum filtration, and dried at 50 °C in vacuo for 18 h. 1H NMR spectroscopy 

determined the polymer composition of 61:39 molar ratio of Sty:tBA. THF SEC provided 

the molecular weight data. Poly(Sty-co-tBA) was then subjected to the same acid cleavage 

and MeIm neutralization modification steps as detailed above. Poly(Sty-co-AA(MeIm)) 

was cast with 30 wt% [EMIm][OTf] from 10 wt% THF solution and annealed for 8 h at 80 

°C, then at 80 °C in vacuo for an additional 18 h. The dried film was stored in a vacuum 

desiccator until immediately prior to further characterization to eliminate potential water 

uptake. 

4.3.8 Analytical Methods  

 
1H NMR spectroscopy (Varian Unity, 400 MHz, CDCl3, DMSO-d6) confirmed 

structure of monomer and polymer in addition to monomer conversion. Melting points 

were recorded on an Electrothermal 1101D Mel-Temp melting point apparatus operating 

at 10 °C/min. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) size exclusion chromatography (SEC) at 30 ºC using 

a flow rate  of 1.0 mL/min through three Polymer Laboratories PLgel 5 µm MIXED-C 

columns determined the molecular weights of the obtained polymers. SEC instrumentation 

included a Waters717plus autosampler equipped with Waters 515 HPLC pump, Waters 

2414 refractive index detector, and Wyatt miniDawn MALLS detector operating at 690 

nm. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, TA Instruments Q2000) determined thermal 

transitions using a standard heat/cool/heat method with 10 °C/min heating rate and 100 

°C/min cooling rate under constant N2 purge. All glass transition temperature (Tg) values 

are reported from the second heats. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, TA Instruments 

Q50) recorded the 5%-weight loss temperature (Td,5%) of the polymers when subjected to 
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a 10 °C/min temperature ramp under constant N2 purge. Dynamic mechanical analysis 

(DMA, TA Instruments Q800) was performed in oscillatory tension mode at 1 Hz with 

temperature ramp of 3 °C/min. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS, Autolab 

PGSTAT 302N) was performed using a four-point electrode sample cell at 10% ± 0.1% 

relative humidity in an ESPEC BTL-433 environmental chamber which controls 

temperature to 0.1 °C. Alternating sine-wave potential (0.2 V) was applied over 0.1-106 

Hz frequency range. The high x-axis intercept of the Nyquist plot of imaginary impedance 

as a function of real impedance gave the resistance value. 

4.3.9 Morphological analysis 

 

A Veeco MultiMode scanning microscope yielded atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

images. Triblock copolymer films were imaged with in tapping mode with a set point ratio 

of 0.78 using a nano-sensor silicon tip with spring constant of 42 N m-1. Samples for 

transmission electron microscopy were cryomicrotomed, vapor stained for 1 h with OsO4, 

and subsequently imaged with a Phillips EM420 transmission electron micrograph 

operating at 120 kV acceleration voltage. Images were processed with the profile feature 

in Gatan Digital Micrograph software, and domain sizes are reported as the average of 50 

domains from five images of varied magnification.  

 Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments were performed using a Rigaku 

S-Max 3000 3 pinhole SAXS system, equipped with a rotating anode emitting X-rays with 

a wavelength of 0.154 nm (Cu Kα). The sample-to-detector distance was 1603 mm, and q-

range was calibrated using a silver behenate standard. Two-dimensional SAXS patterns 

were obtained using a fully integrated 2D multiwire, proportional counting, gas-filled 

detector, with an exposure time of 1 hour. The SAXS data have been corrected for sample 
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thickness, sample transmission and background scattering. All the SAXS data were 

analyzed using the SAXSGUI software package to obtain radially integrated SAXS 

intensity versus scattering vector q, where q=(4𝜋/𝜆)sin(θ), θ is one half of the scattering 

angle, and 𝜆 is the wavelength of X-ray.  

Peak positions were determined from an exponential least squares fit of the 1-D 

scattering profiles. The fits were performed using a sum of Gaussian distributions. In order 

to accurately determine the Gaussian fit parameters, a second-order polynomial removed 

the Bonart thermal background, and Porod’s Law accounted for the scattering contribution 

from the phase boundaries. The intensity is defined as follows: 

𝐼(𝑞) = ∑ 𝐺𝑖(𝑞)𝑖 + 𝑃2(𝑞) +
𝐾

𝑞4 , where 

𝑃2(𝑞) = 𝑎 + 𝑏 𝑞 + 𝑐 𝑞2 and 𝐺𝑖(𝑞) = 𝐴𝑖 𝐸𝑥𝑝[−
(𝑞−𝑞0,𝑖)2

2𝑖
2 ] 

 

4.3.10 Actuation behavior 

 

The electromechanical device was fabricated and tested as follows: a gold foil leaf 

(120 nm thick, L.A. Gold Leaf Wholesaler) electrode was hot pressed on each side of the 

membrane with 700 lb. force at 90 °C for 20 sec. Subsequently the membrane was cut into 

strips (1 mm by 1 cm) for actuation tests. 

The tests were performed on a custom built probe station which clamps one end of 

fabricated device between two electrodes while permitting free movement at the other end. 

A DC step voltage (4.0 V, HP 6218A power supply) was applied to the actuator. A SONY 

HXR-MC1 high-definition video camera recorded the bending at 30 FPS for further 

analysis. The actuation curvature (inverse radius) was determined by the relationships: 

I=2rsin(θ/2) and a=rθ, where I is the distance between the free tip and fixed end of the bend 

actuator, r is the radius of the curve, a is the arc length, and θ is the arc angle. Positive 
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curvature was arbitrarily assigned when the actuator bent toward the cathode, with negative 

curvature indicating bending towards the anode. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

 
4.4.1 Synthesis and thermomechanical characterization 

 

RAFT polymerization afforded precise triblock copolymers using the convergent 

CTA CMP in two steps (Scheme 4.1). First, bulk polymerization of styrene yielded the PS 

precursor used for subsequent central block additions. Then, the controlled central block 

addition yielded poly(Sty-b-tBA-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-tBA96%]-b-Sty). Table 

4.1 contains the molecular weight data as obtained from THF SEC and 1H NMR 

spectroscopy, and calculated molecular weights of the post-modified polymers (Scheme 

4.2) based on quantitative conversion. The polymer products exhibited no change in 

molecular weight or PDI in the acid hydrolysis step owing to the chemical stability of the 

trithiocarbonate functionality under the reaction conditions. Previous literature also 

established the electrochemical and thermal stability of trithiocarbonate-containing RAFT 

agents.27,28 PDI values near 1.2 for the triblocks represented good control for acrylate 

polymerization given the well-known presence of intra- and intermolecular chain transfer 

to acrylic backbone.29 Tg and Td,5% values as determined with DSC and TGA, respectively, 

are reported as well.  
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Scheme 4.1. Synthesis of (a) polystyrene precursor and (b) poly(styrene-b-(nBA-co-

tBA)-b-styrene) ABA triblock copolymer. 

 

 Scheme 4.2. Postpolymerization modification (a) of poly(styrene-b-(nBA-co-tBA)-b-

styrene) to yield poly(styrene-b-(nBA-co-AA)-b-styrene) and (b) subsequent 

neutralization with 1-methylimidazole. 

TGA (Table 4.1) data demonstrated clear trends. Degradation of poly(Sty-b-tBA-

b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-tBA96%]-b-Sty) near 220-230 °C correlated with t-butyl 

ester thermolysis to liberate isobutylene.30,31 This observed weight loss agreed with 

incorporation of tBA determined through 1H NMR spectroscopy. Similarly, Td,5% values 

observed for poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-
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Sty) agreed well with the boiling point of 1-methylimidazole (198 °C), indicating the 

evolution of 1-methylimidazole following the reverse acid-base reaction.  

Table 4.1. Polymer molecular weight and thermal properties. 

Polymer Mn 

(kg/mol) 

Mw 

(kg/mol) 

PDI Tg,1 

(°C) 

Tg,2 

(°C) 

Td,5% 

(°C) 

PS precursor 46.4 48.7 1.05 100 -- 331 

Poly(Sty-b-tBA-b-Sty) 114 136 1.19 101 48 226 

    Poly(Sty-b-AA-b-Sty) 84.9* 101*  99 ND 254 

    Poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) 128* 152*  98 70 190 

        with 30 wt% incorporated [EMIm][OTf]    100 8 189 

Poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-tBA96%]-b-Sty) 119 144 1.21 101 42 231 

    Poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA96%]-b-Sty) 88.6* 107*  100 ND 251 

    Poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) 133* 160*  100 65 196 

        with 30 wt% incorporated [EMIm][OTf]    106 -15 192 

Poly(Sty-co-tBA) 78.6 128 1.64 77 -- 235 

    Poly(Sty-co-AA) 66.1* 108*  100 -- 269 

    Poly(Sty-co-AA(MeIm)) 119* 195*  103 -- 152 

        with 30 wt% incorporated [EMIm][OTf]    67 -- 201 

ND = not determined; *calculated based on quantitative postpolymerization modification 

steps  

 Observation of two Tgs in DSC (Table 4.1) indicated the microphase-separated 

morphology of the triblock copolymers. Copolymerization of nBA and tBA in the central 

block insertion step yielded a random copolymer central block displaying a Tg at 42 °C, 

consistent with Fox equation’s prediction of 44 °C. Incorporation of nBA imparted greater 

central block flexibility through decreasing central block Tg. In the case of each triblock 

copolymer, Tg at or near 100 °C suggested the presence of a PS phase. For poly(Sty-b-AA-

b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA96%]-b-Sty), no second Tg was observed below the 

Td,5%, likely due to AA dehydration prior to onset of segmental motion. Neutralization to 

yield poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) 

lead to central block Tg values of 70 °C and 65 °C, respectively, as a result of decreased 

hydrogen bonding, suppression of anhydride formation, and increase in free volume 

concomitant with incorporation of bulkier MeIm counterion. Upon 30 wt% incorporation 
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of the [EMIm][OTf], the central block Tg values for poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and 

poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) dropped to 8 °C and -15 °C, respectively. 

The Tgs of the mechanically reinforcing PS outer blocks remained unchanged, 

demonstrating selective incorporation of IL to the imidazolium-containing central blocks. 

The absence of IL melting endotherm at -13°C in the DSC thermograms confirmed 

complete uptake of the IL into the polymer and indicated the absence of free IL in the 

membranes. 

 
Figure 4.1. DMA elucidates the thermomechanical properties of the obtained triblock 

copolymers with 30 wt% incorporated IL. 

 The brittle nature of poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-

AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) prevented determination of thermomechanical properties using 

DMA. Incorporation of IL through a “cast with” procedure sufficiently plasticized the ion-

containing central blocks to yield flexible films suitable for such analysis (Figure 4.1). 
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DMA demonstrated the microphase separation observed with DSC with two clear 

transitions evident in each curve. The first decrease in storage moduli occurred at 

temperatures that corresponded well with central block Tgs, while the flow temperatures 

near 100 °C related to PS Tg. While the IL-containing membrane of poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-

co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) displayed the lower central block Tg in both DMA and DSC, its 

plateau modulus remained significantly higher than that observed for poly(Sty-b-

AA(MeIm)-b-Sty). A plateau modulus ~100 MPa at room temperature demonstrated the 

robust mechanical integrity and sufficient flexibility required for electroactive device 

applications.22 

4.4.2 Ionic conductivity 

EIS (Figure 4.2) highlighted the conductive nature of the IL-containing membranes 

with in-plane ionic conductivities on the order of 10-4 S/cm. Poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) 

exhibited similar ionic conductivity to poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) over 

the same temperature range when each membrane possessed 30 wt % [EMIm][OTf]. The 

brittle nature of the films in the absence of IL prohibited EIS for those samples. When 

comparing poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) with its random copolymer analogue poly(Sty-

co-AA(MeIm)), the importance of microphase-separated morphology was evident, as the 

random copolymer exhibited conductivities on the order of 10-5 S/cm, representing an order 

of magnitude gain in conductivity upon the introduction of well-defined microphase 

separation. The increase observed for the in-plane ionic conductivity proves consistent with 

previous literature observation.9  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 4.2. Impedance spectroscopy confirms the superior conductivity in the absence of 

nBA with (a) change in temperature and (b) when normalized by Tg.  

The ionic conductivity values observed here compare well with those previously 

reported for ionic ABA triblock copolymers as well as fabricated electromechanical 

devices.10,22,23  Frisbie, Lodge et al. reported ionic conductivities on the order of 10-4 S/cm 
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in the same temperature range for ion gels comprised of 50 wt % PS-b-PMMA-b-PS (30 

wt % PS) in [EMIm][Tf2N].12 Watanabe then reported the actuation of PS-b-PMMA-b-PS 

(48 wt % PS) ion gels comprised of 30 wt % polymer in [EMIm][Tf2N].13 While Frisbie 

and Lodge did not comment on the morphology of the ion gels, AFM demonstrated the 

presence of PS spheres distributed in IL-PMMA continuous phase in Watanabe’s similar 

ion gels, which also displayed ionic conductivity ~10-3 S/cm. The ionic conductivity for 

poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) proved within an order of magnitude even at significantly 

reduced ionic liquid loading, indicating the competitive nature of the polymers with current 

literature benchmarks, especially given the absence of free IL in the polymer-IL 

membranes.  

4.4.3 Morphological characterization 

AFM (Figure 4.3a-b) revealed the surface morphologies of poly(Sty-b-

AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) in the absence of IL 

and confirmed the phase separated nature of the materials suggested with DSC. Poly(Sty-

b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) exhibits hexagonally packed cylinders on the surface of the 

membrane and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) displays well-defined 

lamellar surface morphology. In particular, SAXS (Figure 4.3c, Table 4.2) indicated the 

presence of an ordered morphology, consistent with packed cylinders rather than spheres 

in poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty), with broad scattering peaks at q*:√3:3. The SAXS 

profile of poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) illustrates the presence of 

reflections indicative of microphase separation but in contrast with the AFM results 

(Figure 4.3b) it does not conclusively reveal any long range order in the bulk. Because 

central block molecular weights remained similar, nBA incorporation into the central block 
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likely affected the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ sufficiently enough to induce 

significant change in morphology. However, the present investigation did not include 

determination of this parameter.  

(a)  (b)  

(c) 

 
Figure 4.3. AFM phase images of (a) Poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty), (b) Poly(Sty-b-

[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) reveal differences in surface morphologies, and (c) 

SAXS profiles indicate bulk morphologies similar to those observed in AFM. 
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Table 4.2. Summary of SAXS analysis 

Sample Scattering Peaks Morphology 

Poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty)  q*, √3q, 3q cylindrical 

       with 30 wt % IL q*, 3q, 5q lamellar 

Poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) q* ND 

       with 30 wt % IL q*, √3q, √8q ND 

ND = not determined 

 SAXS also probed bulk morphology of IL-containing membranes (Figure 4.4), 

further confirming the phase separation indicated in DMA and DSC. Scattering peaks at 

ratios q*:3:5 suggest lamellar morphology upon the incorporation of IL into poly(Sty-b-

AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) (Table 4.2). Microphase structure critically affects ionic conductivity 

of membranes, with films possessing lamellar morphology exhibiting higher ionic 

conductivity than those having hexagonally-packed cylinders.8 When polymer samples 

approach 50:50 vol %, structure and form factors in the scattering may overlay and reduce 

peak intensity at even integral reflections.32,33 The primary scattering peak position at 0.125 

nm-1 correlated to d-spacing of  50.3 nm. The change from packed cylinders to lamellae 

ostensibly resulted from varying both χ and volume fraction of the central block. 

Meanwhile, the SAXS profile for poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) cast with 

30 wt% IL indicates microphase-separated bulk morphology with some degree of long-

range order; however, the broad secondary scattering peaks of q*:√3:√8 do not directly 

correlate to geometries commonly observed for ABA triblock copolymers.  
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Figure 4.4. SAXS profiles of poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) (solid) and poly(Sty-b-

[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) (dotted) reveal microphase separation when cast with 

30 wt% [EMIm][OTf] ionic liquid. 

 TEM clearly revealed the bulk morphologies of poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and 

poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty), further confirming the SAXS data. (Figure 

4.5). The micrographs clearly showed the lamellar bulk morphology of poly(Sty-b-

AA(MeIm)-b-Sty). The images revealed interlamellar spacing of 51.15 ± 4.79 nm, which 

correlated well with the d-spacing as determined using SAXS. Figure 4.5a demonstrates 

the small grain size of the lamellar domains, which explains the broad nature of the peaks 

in the SAXS profiles. Increasing the magnification (Figure 4.5b) better reveals the well-

defined order of the lamellar domains. The small grain size may provide some explanation 

for the conductivity of the film. Balsara demonstrated the inverse correlation of lamellar 

domain grain size with ionic conductivity in block copolymer electrolyte samples.34  
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c)  

 

Figure 4.5. Transmission electron micrographs of OsO4-stained poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-

b-Sty) at (a) 7,500x and (b) 96,000x magnification and (c) poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-

AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) at 96,000x magnification. All samples have 30 wt% [EMIm][OTf] 

incorporated. 

4.4.4 Actuation behavior 

 

Poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) proved especially attractive for further 

investigation of actuation behavior due to its robust thermomechanical properties, 

superior room temperature ionic conductivity, and lamellar morphology upon 

incorporation of IL. The fabricated actuator does not include conductive nanocomposite 

(CNC) layers between the polymer-IL membrane and the gold electrodes. The layer-by-

layer (LbL) assembly process involves repeated sequential immersion of the polymer-IL 

film into solutions of cationic poly(allyl amine) hydrochloride (PAH) and anionic gold 

nanoparticles.10,24 CNC layers impart enhanced ion transport properties and offer 
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increased surface area at the electrode interface.1,10,22,24 Cationic PAH solution proves 

sufficiently acidic (pH = 4.0) to protonate PAA central block (pKa = 4.7) causing rapid 

leeching of IL from the membrane, likely a result of MeIm-polymer dissociation in the 

central block. PAH solutions with pH > 5.0 reduced the rate of – but did not prevent – IL 

leeching. Therefore, the fabrication process removed CNC LbL assembly in favor of 

directly hot pressing the gold foil electrodes to each side of the polymer-IL membrane.  

Figure 4.6a illustrates the mechanical deformation response to electric potential 

stimulus. The membrane initially bent towards the cathode before reversing towards the 

anode. The bidirectional bending resulted from the time difference between accumulation 

of mobile cations at the anode and mobile anions at the cathode and typifies polymer-IL 

transducer actuation.10, 35 These observations proved consistent with Madsen et al.’s 

diffusion measurements for [EMIm][OTf] in Nafion® membranes wherein the larger 

cation moved up to three times faster at low levels of hydration.36  

(a)  
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(b) 

 
Figure 4.6. (a) Actuation behavior and (b) curvature of Poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) 

with 30 wt% EMIm OTf incorporated (●) and Nafion® membrane with 29.5 wt% EMIm 

OTf incorporated (□). 

Figure 4.6b displays the curvature of the device as a function of time during 

application of electric potential compared to a Nafion® control. The actuator exhibited 

initial forward curvature similar to previously studied imidazolium sulfonated pentablock 

copolymer, although the presently investigated membrane displays a faster response time, 

even in the absence of CNC layers.24 The ionic conductivity on the order of 10-4 S/cm for 

poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) with 30 wt % [EMIm][OTf] as a result of lamellar bulk 

morphology explains the actuation performance of the fabricated device. 

4.5 Conclusion  

For the first time, we prepared an electromechanical transducer using anionic ABA 

triblock copolymer poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and ionic liquid [EMIm][OTf]. RAFT 

polymerization yielded ABA triblock copolymers poly(Sty-b-tBA-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-
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[nBA4%-co-tBA96%]-b-Sty) with PDI approximately 1.20.  Two subsequent 

postpolymerization modification steps yielded novel ion-containing polymers poly(Sty-b-

AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty). The synthesized 

polymers exhibited microphase separation as observed using DMA and DSC. SAXS and 

AFM further confirmed the polymer films’ self-assembly. Upon the incorporation of 30 wt 

% [EMIm][OTf], poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) demonstrated a plateau modulus ~100 

MPa in DMA, desirable for electromechanical transducer fabrication.  EIS determined in-

plane conductivity values for  poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-

AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty) membranes containing 30 wt % IL on the order of 10-4 S/cm, 

representing an order of magnitude increase over a random copolymer analogue. Given the 

absence of free IL, these conductivity values compete with current literature benchmarks. 

For the first time, SAXS investigated the bulk morphologies of these polymer-IL 

membranes, revealing lamellar morphology in poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) and packed 

cylinders in poly(Sty-b-[nBA4%-co-AA(MeIm)96%]-b-Sty). Poly(Sty-b-AA(MeIm)-b-Sty) 

exhibited  lamellar morphology, thermomechanical properties, and noteworthy ionic 

conductivity upon [EMIm][OTf] incorporation, and proved suitable as an 

electromechanical actuator, with a fabricated transducer demonstrating initial response 

time and bending magnitude comparable to literature examples, even in the absence of 

CNC.  
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5.1 Abstract 

 
 Researchers commonly address enhanced battery performance through 

optimization of binary electrolyte mixtures of polymer and ionic liquid (IL) or IL and 

lithium salt. Recently, ternary polymer electrolytes that contain all three components 

emerged as a viable and attractive target. Constructing composition-property relationships 

for IL-sulfonated copolymer binary mixtures established the plasticizing effect of IL on 

sulfonic acid-containing polymers. When the cation was exchanged to Li+, ILs exhibited 

slight antiplasticization at low incorporations before demonstrating an overall general trend 

of plasticization. Furthermore, viscosity, conductivity, and diffusion measurements for 

binary mixtures of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethyl)sulfonylimide 

(EMIm Tf2N) and LiTf2N enabled a greater understanding of the temperature-dependent 

properties of the mixtures in addition to the overall effects of adding LiTf2N to the IL. 

Investigation of properties for binary IL-Li salt mixtures and IL-sulfonated polymer 
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mixtures enabled rational design of a sulfonated ABA-triblock copolymer featuring a 

sulfonated polystyrene central block with mechanically reinforcing outer poly(t-

butylstyrene) outer blocks. Sequential anionic polymerization and subsequent sulfonation 

and neutralization to the lithium sulfonate yielded a polymeric host for binary mixtures of 

LiTf2N-containing EMIm Tf2N, which depressed the central block Tg to ~150 °C regardless 

of LiTf2N content. 

5.2 Introduction 

 
Ternary ionic liquid (IL)-based polymer electrolytes represent an interesting and 

emerging area of research for lithium ion battery applications.1 These ternary electrolytes 

generally consist of an ion-conducting polymer, a lithium salt, and an IL diluent. When ILs 

are utilized to solvate the Li salt, the two compounds usually share a common counteranion. 

ILs in particular impart advantageous properties for battery applications, such as 

nonvolatility, greater electrochemical stability, and reduced flammability.2 To date, most 

work in battery research focused on the charge dissociation and transport in lithium salt-

ionic liquid binary electrolytes or in polymer-salt binary electrolytes.3-15 For ternary 

polymer electrolytes, researchers seek to build upon previously established research in the 

field of binary electrolytes and extend those findings to determine safe and effective 

formulations for enhanced battery performance.  

In polymer-salt binary electrolytes, researchers generally exploit the crown ether-

like interaction of ethylene oxide units and metal cations.16,17 Most commonly, the 

polymeric component of the mixture is crosslinked poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) or high 

molecular weight poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO). The addition of oligo(ethylene oxide) to 

binary mixtures of an ionic liquid and its Li salt greatly increased Li+ solvation.18 However, 
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in the absence of crosslinking, PEG-containing polymer electrolytes often suffer from poor 

mechanical properties.  Balsara et al. often employed polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) 

(PS-b-PEO) to induce microphase-separated morphology wherein the glassy PS phases 

also impart mechanical strength.12 The microphase-separation further enables investigation 

of the effects of bulk morphological arrangement on binary electrolyte performance.19,20 

Polymer-salt mixtures featuring polyphosphazenes with ethylene oxide side groups, such 

as poly[bis(methoxyethoxy)ethoxy)phosphazene] (MEEP), also demonstrate high ionic 

conductivity at room temperature.21,22 Blending a MEEP-salt binary electrolyte with a 

reinforcing polymer enhanced its electrochemical and thermal stability, while using 

LiAlCl4 salt enabled free-standing films even without the reinforcing polymer.23 Other 

reports of phosphazene-based electrolytes incorporated organic carbonate solvents in 

battery applications.24,25  

When extended to IL-containing ternary systems, little has evolved with respect to 

polymer choice. While one study used crosslinked cyclic phosphazene as the 

macromolecular component, PEO-based ternary polymer electrolytes are far more 

common in the literature.26-29 Simulations also aided in understanding the complex 

dynamics of these ternary systems. Diddens and Heuer presented a systematic molecular 

dynamics study on ternary electrolytes composed of PEO, lithium 

bis(trifluoromethyl)sulfonylimide (LiTf2N), and N-methyl-N-propylpyrrolidinium 

(C3mpyr) Tf2N.30 They established that the addition of C3mpyr Tf2N to the PEO/LiTf2N 

electrolyte plasticized the electrolyte and led to greater conductivity. However, as the IL 

replaced the PEO in the system rather than simple addition, the reduction in ether oxygens 

relative to LiTf2N marginalized the benefits of the plasticizing effect. Additional 
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simulation studies from Diddens and Heuer also confirmed the importance of segmental 

motion to drive the transport of Li+ cations in the ternary electrolyte.31 These theoretical 

findings helped explain experimental results from Passerini et al. regarding Li+ transport 

in binary and ternary IL-based electrolytes.5,6,26-28 

 Sulfonate-containing polymers or block copolymers demonstrate usefulness for a 

variety of applications owing to their favorable properties for charge transport.32-37 The 

ionic interactions of the sulfonate-containing groups often lead to ion clusters in random 

copolymers and to well-defined bulk morphology arising from microphase-separation in 

block copolymers.38-40 However, sulfonated copolymers have yet to be explored as the 

polymeric component of ternary polymer electrolytes.  Many reports established the 

plasticization of ion-containing block copolymers with ILs, indicating the potential for the 

IL component of the ternary polymer electrolyte to depress polymer Tg and therefore 

enhance performance.41-43 Incorporation of non-ionic, mechanically reinforcing blocks to 

the polymer would likely lend superior thermomechanical properties to the ternary polymer 

electrolyte. Therefore, examining the thermal effects of IL and Li-salt incorporation to 

sulfonated block copolymers represents a crucial and fundamental initial step for 

exploration of these systems for potential use as ternary polymer electrolytes.  

 This manuscript details the thermal effects resulting from IL incorporation to 

sulfonate-containing copolymers for binary mixtures of IL and sulfonated polymers, 

establishes composition-property relationships for binary mixtures of EMIm Tf2N and 

LiTf2N, and finally investigates the thermal properties of  ternary polymer electrolytes 

composed of a lithium sulfonate-containing ABA triblock copolymer, LiTf2N salt , and 

ionic liquid EMIm Tf2N. Both sulfonic acid and lithium sulfonate-containing polymers 
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served as hosts for a variety of ionic liquids, and served to establish the effects of the IL 

structure and content on thermal properties. Furthermore, doping EMIm Tf2N with LiTf2N 

affected the viscosity, ionic conductivity, and thermal transitions of the IL mixtures. 

Pulsed-gradient stimulated echo (PGSTE) experiments in nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy determined the bulk self-diffusion values and apparent Stokes radii 

of the Tf2N
-, EMIm+, and Li+ ionic species. Addition of the Li-doped EMIm Tf2N into the 

sulfonated block copolymer changed its thermal properties and provided a platform for 

further research into sulfonated copolymers as ternary polymer electrolytes.  

5.3 Experimental 

 
5.3.1 Materials  

 

Styrene (Sty) and 4-t-butylstyrene (tBS) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and 

distilled from calcium hydride first and then freshly from di-n-butylmagnesium prior to 

use. 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bromide (EMIm Br, ≥97%), sec-butyllithium (1.4 M 

solution in cyclohexane), acetic anhydride (≥99%), 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE, anhydrous, 

99.8%), lithium hydroxide (LiOH, ≥99%), poly(4-styrenesulfonic acid) (PSSA, 18 wt% in 

water) and sodium sulfate (Na2SO4, ≥99%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used 

as received. Lithium bis(trifluoromethylmethane)sulfonimide (LiTf2N, ≥99%) was 

supplied by Solvay.  Dichloromethane (DCM), methanol, and concentrated H2SO4 were 

purchased from Spectrum Chemicals and used as received. ILs other than EMIm Tf2N were 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich and dried in vacuo at 100 °C for 18 h prior to use. 

5.3.2 Analytical Methods 

 
1H and 19F NMR spectroscopies were performed using a Varian Unity 400 MHz 

spectrometer at ambient temperature in DMSO-d6, CDCl3, or CD3OD. THF size exclusion 
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chromatography (SEC) at 35 ºC using a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min through three Polymer 

Laboratories PLgel 5 µm MIXED-C columns determined the molecular weights of the 

obtained polymers. SEC instrumentation included a Waters717plus autosampler equipped 

with Waters 515 HPLC pump, Waters 2414 refractive index detector, and Wyatt miniDawn 

MALLS detector operating at 690 nm. Thermogravimetic analysis (TGA) was performed 

on a TA Instruments Q500 under nitrogen atmosphere with heating ramp of 10 °C/min to 

determine 5% weight loss temperatures (Td,5%). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

determined thermal transitions using standard heat/cool/heat procedure under helium 

atmosphere with heating rate of 10 °C/min and quench cool on a TA Instruments Q1000. 

Glass transition temperatures (Tgs) were determined on the second heating cycle. 

Temperature-dependent viscosities and conductivities of ionic liquid and lithium-

containing ionic liquids were determined according to previous literature.44  

Samples were inserted into 5 mm NMR tubes after drying in a vacuum chamber for 

24 hours at 100 °C. 7Li, 1H and 19F self-diffusion measurements were performed using the 

pulsed-gradient stimulated echo sequence (PGSTE) on a Bruker Avance III 9.4 T widebore 

spectrometer equipped with a Diff60 diffusion probe, a 5 mm 7Li coil and a 8 mm double 

resonance (1H/2H) RF coil. The NMR signal attenuation due to diffusion is described by 

the Stejskal-Tanner equation: 

𝐼 =  𝐼0𝑒−𝐷𝛾2𝑔2𝛿2(∆−𝛿/3)                                                                                                                (1) 

where I is the spin-echo signal intensity, I0 is the signal intensity at zero gradient,  is the 

gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus (rad s-1 T-1), g is the magnitude of the gradient pulse (T 

m-1), and D is the self-diffusion coefficient of lithium ions in the samples derived by fitting 

Equation 1.  is the duration (100-300 ms in this work) between the leading edges of the 
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two gradient pulses and  is the duration (1 ms in this work) of the gradient pulse, 

depending on the corresponding relaxation times of the membranes. A 16-step variation of 

gradient strength (g) was employed with 64 scans taken at each step to yield sufficient 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Errors in D are generally < ± 10%. All diffusion experiments 

were conducted at various temperatures ranging from 25 °C to 75°C. 

5.3.3 Synthesis of EMIm Tf2N 

 

In a typical synthesis, LiTf2N (30 g, 104 mmol) and EMIm Br (19.9 g, 104 mmol) 

were measured into a clean, dry 500-mL, round-bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic 

stir bar and dissolved in 250 mL deionized (DI) H2O. 50 mL DCM was added, and the 

contents of the flask were stirred at ambient temperature for 24 h, after which the contents 

of the flask were transferred to a separatory funnel. The product was extracted with 20 mL 

DCM five times, and the combined DCM phase was washed ten times with DI H2O. The 

product solution was dried over Na2SO4, and the DCM was removed under rotary 

evaporation. After further drying at 100 °C in vacuo for 18 h, the product 1-ethyl-3-

methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethyl)sulfonylimide (EMIm Tf2N) was isolated as a 

clear, viscous liquid with  an isolated yield of > 90%. Silver nitrate test indicated 

quantitative anion exchange.  

5.3.4 Preparation of LiTf2N-doped EMIm Tf2N  

LiTf2N and EMIm Tf2N were dried overnight at 100 °C in vacuo. LiTf2N was added 

to EMIm Tf2N to yield solutions of LiTf2N-doped IL having concentrations of 11 and 33 

wt% LiTf2N. The solutions were heated to 80 °C to aid dissolution of the solids. All IL 

samples were dried at 100 °C in vacuo for 18 h prior to use. 

5.3.5 Incorporation of ionic liquids into sulfonated polystyrene 
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PSSA solution was titrated with LiOH in the presence of a phenolphthalein 

indicator, dialyzed against DI H2O, and lyophilized to provide poly(lithium 4-

styrenesulfonate) (PSSLi) in quantitative yield. PSSA solution was lyophilized to afford 

the neat homopolymer. Ionic liquids were incorporated to PSSA and PSSLi by adding the 

desired amount of ionic liquid to a 50 wt% solution of PSSA (in methanol) or PSSLi (in 

water). The ionic liquid-containing polymer solutions were stirred at room temperature for 

24 h, and solvent was slowly removed on a hot plate at 40 °C. Samples were then further 

dried at 80 °C in vacuo to constant weight, and stored in a vacuum desiccator until 

immediately prior to further experiments. 

5.3.6 Synthesis of block copolymer 

 

 In a representative synthesis, a flame-dried, nitrogen-purged 100-mL round-

bottomed flask was equipped with a magnetic stir bar and charged with 60 mL cyclohexane 

and 3 g (3.3 mL) tBS and immersed in a 50 °C thermostated oil bath. The polymerization 

reaction was initiated with sec-butyllithium solution (0.1 mL) and allowed to proceed for 

45 min, at which time 6 g (6.6 mL) styrene was added by syringe under nitrogen. Upon 

addition of styrene, the reaction color turned from orange to red. After 45 min, additional 

3 g (3.3 mL) tBS was added and permitted to polymerize. The color of the reaction returned 

to orange upon the addition of tBS. After the final 45 min reaction time, the polymerization 

reaction was terminated with degassed methanol. The polymer was precipitated in 

methanol, collected with vacuum filtration, redissolved in THF (30% by weight), 

precipitated into methanol, collected with vacuum filtration, and dried in vacuo at 70 °C.  

5.3.7 Sulfonation of block copolymer  
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Styrenic block copolymers were sulfonated using a literature procedure.38 Briefly, 

the styrenic block copolymer was added to a clean, dry, 250-mL round-bottomed flask 

equipped with magnetic stir bar and purged for 30 min with nitrogen. Then, DCE was 

added such that the polymer concentration was 20 wt%, and the flask was immersed in a 

thermostated oil bath at 50 °C. In a separate flask under nitrogen atmosphere, acetic 

anhydride was added to 20 mL DCE and cooled in an ice bath for 90 min. Then, one 

equivalent of concentrated sulfuric acid relative to acetic anhydride was added to the acetic 

anhydride solution. The flask was shaken vigorously, returned to the ice bath, and 

immediately cannulated into the warmed polymer solution. The reaction was terminated 

with isopropanol after 24 h. The crude reaction mixture was dialyzed against methanol and 

the sulfonated polymer product was isolated with rotary evaporation. Titration of polymer 

solution in methanol with aqueous LiOH in the presence of phenolphthalein indicator 

determined the ion exchange capacity (IEC) of the sulfonated polymer to be 3.2 meq/g. 

The titrated solution was then dialyzed against methanol and the lithium sulfonate-

containing polymer was isolated by rotary evaporation at 80 °C and dried in vacuo at 100 

°C for 48 h.  

5.3.8 Incorporation of ILs to sulfonated block copolymer 

 

Sulfonated block copolymer was dispersed at 10 wt% in methanol depending on 

extent of sulfonation. A calculated amount of IL was added to achieve a concentration of 

30 wt% relative to the sulfonated block. Mixtures were stirred for 18 h and then solvent 

was removed by rotary evaporation. IL-containing polymer samples were dried for 18 h at 

100 °C in vacuo before use and removed to a desiccator until immediately prior to further 

experiments to mitigate water uptake.  
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5.4 Results and Discussion 

 
5.4.1 Thermal effects of IL addition to PSSA and PSSLi 

 

 Ionic liquids featuring the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium (EMIm) or 1-butyl-3-

methylimidazolium (BMIm) cations and various anions such as triflate (OTf), 

tetrafluoroborate (BF4), ethyl sulfate (EtSO4), or bis(trifluoromethyl)sulfonylimide (Tf2N) 

often plasticize ion-containing polymers. Incorporating the ionic liquids EMIm OTf, 

EMIm EtSO4, EMIm BF4, BMIm BF4, and EMIm Tf2N in 5 wt% increments up to 25% 

caused a drop in Tg for PSSA (Figure 5.1).  Although PSSA exhibits a 5% weight loss 

temperature (Td,5%) of 172 °C, below any observed Tg, incorporation of the ILs to PSSA 

increased its thermal stability and enabled observation of Tg using DSC. While the EMIm 

OTf-, EMIm EtSO4-, and EMIm Tf2N-containing samples all demonstrated a linear 

decrease in Tg with increasing wt% IL, the samples that featured the BF4
- anion showed a 

gradual reduction in Tg up to 15 wt% IL content, after which subsequent addition of IL 

caused a greater change in Tg. None of the thermograms displayed endotherms 

corresponding to the Tm of the added IL, indicating well-mixed, homogenous addition.   
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Figure 5.1. Effect of incorporating ionic liquids in increasing wt% on PSSA Tg.  

Neutralizing the sulfonic acid groups of PSSA to their lithium salts using simple 

titration yielded PSSLi in quantitative yield. ILs were incorporated in a fashion similar to 

PSSA, permitting observation of the change in Tg as a function of extent of IL content. 

Because PSSLi only dissolves in water and EMIm Tf2N is not water miscible, attempts at 

obtaining a homogenous mixture of EMIm Tf2N in PSSLi proved difficult and yielded 

inconsistent results. Figure 5.2 shows the change in Tg for PSSLi upon the addition of 

increasing wt% IL. All ILs show the same general trend of decreasing Tg at greater IL 

content. However, at low incorporations of IL, the Tg slightly increased. This effect 

potentially arose from screening of polyelectrolyte ionic aggregations and partial filling of 

free volume, as described in previous literature.45-47 In all cases, the Tg of the IL-containing 

PSSLi sample exceeded that of the corresponding IL-containing PSSA sample. This 

resulted from the exchange from the sulfonic acid to the more strongly aggregating lithium 

sulfonate.  
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Figure 5.2. Effect of incorporation ionic liquids in increasing wt% on PSSLi Tg. 

 

5.4.2 Effects of adding LiTf2N to EMIm Tf2N  

 

Addition of LiTf2N to corresponding EMIm-based ionic liquid enabled further 

evaluation for use in ternary polymer electrolytes. DSC revealed the effects of LiTf2N 

addition on the thermal transitions of EMIm Tf2N (Figure 5.3). The pure IL exhibits a Tg 

at -91 °C and a Tm at -11 °C. Upon addition of LiTf2N in an 8:1 (w:w) ratio of EMIm 

Tf2N:LiTf2N, the Tg increased only slightly to -89 °C and the Tm decreased to -23 °C. In 

addition to the change in these transition temperatures, the enthalpy of melting clearly 

decreased, which suggested a less ordered and defined crystal structure upon the 

incorporation of LiTf2N. Further increasing the relative incorporation of LiTf2N raised the 

Tg to -82 °C. This amount of LiTf2N content suppressed crystallinity to below the detection 

limit of the instrument. The suppression of Tm with increasing LiTf2N proved consistent 

with the general theory of melting point depression. 
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Figure 5.3. DSC thermograms of EMIm Tf2N with added LiTf2N.  

Probing the temperature-dependent conductivity and viscosity (Figure 5.4) 

allowed for investigation into the effects of adding lithium cations into the IL. Dissolving 

LiTf2N into EMIm Tf2N yielded solutions of 8:1 and 2:1 (w:w) of EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N. 

Solution conductivity (Figure 5.4a) demonstrated increasing conductivity of the solutions 

with increasing temperature. Purging the solutions with dry argon in a sealed glass 

assembly ensured the IL samples remained moisture-free. Furthermore, the ionic 

conductivity of the samples decreased with increasing LiTf2N content. The pure EMIm 

Tf2N sample exhibited ionic conductivity on the order of σ = 10-2 S/cm, which was nearly 

twice the 8:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N solution, and about 7 times greater than 2:1 (w:w) 

EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N solution. A rheometer equipped with concentric cylinder geometry 

further investigated the temperature-dependent viscosity (Figure 5.4b) of the EMIm Tf2N-

based samples. A custom-designed glass enclosure facilitated a constant, gentle flow of dry 
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argon over the geometry throughout the duration of the experiment and mitigated 

atmospheric water uptake. The results clearly demonstrated the decreasing viscosity as 

temperature increased. While conductivity followed the trend of EMIm Tf2N > 8:1 (w:w) 

EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N > 2:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N, the viscosity values followed the 

reverse trend. 2:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N demonstrated viscosity roughly an order of 

magnitude greater than EMIm Tf2N. As the concentration of LiTf2N increased, viscosity 

increased and conductivity decreased, indicating that viscosity likely governed ionic 

conductivity. These observations corresponded well with previous literature reports of 

other binary mixtures of ionic liquids with corresponding lithium salts.6,7 
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Figure 5.4. Temperature-dependent conductivity (a) and viscosity (b) of pure IL (circles), 

8:1 IL:Li Salt (diamonds) and 2:1 IL:Li Salt (squares) samples.  

The fractional Walden rule relates molar conductivity to viscosity using the 

following relationship: 

 log 𝜆𝑚 =  log 𝐶′ +  𝛼 log 𝜂−1               (2) 
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where λm is the molar conductivity of the sample and η is the viscosity measured at the 

same temperature. In this expression, C’ is a vertical shift factor related to ion radius and 

α relates to ion dissociation.  When α is unity, it roughly represents completely dissociated 

ions analogous to 0.1 M aqueous KCl.48 Plotting the molar conductivity as a function of 

inverse viscosity according to this relationship (Figure 5.5) revealed the C’ and α values 

for the EMIm Tf2N-based IL samples. EMIm Tf2N, 8:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N, and 

2:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N exhibited C’ values of 0.10 S cm2 mol-1, 0.27 S cm2 mol-1, 

and 0.22 S cm2 mol-1, respectively. The same respective samples had α values of 0.32, 0.67, 

and 0.73. The departure of the α values from unity likely resulted from the difference in 

interaction with Tf2N
- anion of the Li+ cation and EMIm+ cation.   

 

Figure 5.5. Fractional Walden plots of pure EMIm Tf2N (circles), 8:1 (w:w) EMIm 

Tf2N:LiTf2N (diamonds), and 2:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N (squares) samples. Linear fits 

are included to provide a visual comparison to 0.1 M KCl ideal electrolyte. 

 PGSTE NMR spectroscopy experiments measured the temperature-dependent 

diffusion coefficient of the various ionic species present in the LiTf2N-doped EMIm Tf2N 
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liquids (Figure 5.6). PGSTE NMR spectroscopy offers enhanced accuracy and precision 

of diffusion measurements relative to the pulsed gradient spin echo (PGSE) NMR 

spectroscopy technique, and proves particularly effective for more complex mixtures.49 

Here, PGSTE NMR spectroscopy exploited the well-resolved chemical signals of the ions, 

as the EMIm+ cation was the only ion present to yield a 1H signal, the 19F signal was 

restricted to the Tf2N
- anion, and the Li+ cation was the only species that had an active 7Li 

signal. For all the ions investigated, the diffusion coefficients increased as temperature 

increased, as expected. The observed decrease in viscosity at increasing temperatures 

further intuitively supported this trend. The EMIm+ cation demonstrated highest diffusion 

values in the pure ionic liquid EMIm Tf2N, and displayed reduced values of diffusion upon 

increasing incorporation of LiTf2N (Figure 5.6a). The same trend held for Tf2N
- diffusion 

(Figure 5.6b) as well as for Li+ cation diffusion (Figure 5.6c). In all cases, increased 

LiTf2N content resulted in reduced ion diffusion, which also followed the increased 

viscosity of the ionic liquids as a result of adding LiTf2N.  
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Figure 5.6. Temperature dependent diffusion values for (a) EMIm+
 cation (b) Tf2N

- anion, 

and (c) Li+ cation from PGSTE NMR spectroscopy.  
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Evaluating the activation energies (Ea) of diffusion for the ions aids in grasping a 

more complete picture of the effects of lithium salt doping on ionic liquid properties. The 

Arrhenius equation yielded Ea values (Table 5.1) for EMIm+, Tf2N
-, and Li+ diffusion 

according to: 

ln 𝐷 =  
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇
+ ln 𝐴                                                                                                                           (3) 

where D is the diffusion of the ionic species, R is the ideal gas constant, T is the 

temperature, and A is the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor. Ea drastically increased upon 

LiTf2N incorporation for both EMIm+ and Tf2N
-, and then further increased with additional 

LiTf2N incorporation. While no Ea was calculated for Li+ diffusion in EMIm Tf2N because 

the pure ionic liquid contained no Li+, the Ea increased when LiTf2N content increased 

from 8:1 (w:w) EMImTf2N:LiTf2N to 2:1 (w:w) EMImTf2N:LiTf2N. The increased Ea of 

diffusion for the ionic species in the IL mixtures as LiTf2N content increased correlated 

well to their reduced values of diffusion. Thus, as the Ea barrier for diffusion increased, the 

measured diffusion of the ions decreased. 

Table 5.1. Activation energies for diffusion of the different ionic species in LiTf2N-doped 

EMIm Tf2N. 

Sample Ea of 1H  Diffusion 

(kJ/mol) 

Ea of 19F Diffusion 

(kJ/mol) 

Ea of 7Li Diffusion 

(kJ/mol) 

EMIm Tf2N 22 23 -- 

8:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N: LiTf2N 26 27 26 

2:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N: LiTf2N 36 37 38 

 

 Using measured diffusion and viscosity values at a given temperature further 

permits calculation of apparent ionic radii of the diffusing particle through the Stokes-

Einstein equation, as follows: 
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𝐷 =  
𝑘𝐵𝑇

4𝜋𝜂𝑟
             (4) 

where D is the diffusion, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, η is solution 

viscosity, and r is the so-called apparent Stokes radius. The constant 4 in the denominator 

was chosen to better approximate the diffusion of a particle through a medium comprised 

of particles of similar size that can interact with the diffusing species.50,51 Determining the 

apparent ionic radius of the diffusing species granted greater understanding of the effects 

of LiTf2N incorporation on a molecular level. The apparent Stokes radii of the Tf2N
--

containing and EMIm+-containing diffusing particles showed a nonlinear temperature 

dependence, with two regimes. The temperature required to change the size of the Tf2N
--

containing clusters showed no clear trend with increasing LiTf2N content. However, the 

apparent Stokes radius of the Tf2N
--containing ionic particles increased with increasing 

LiTf2N content, indicating a preferential interaction of the Tf2N
- anion with Li+ cation that 

resulted in larger clusters. When more EMIm+ cations were present in the binary IL 

mixture, they served to partially screen the interaction of Li+ and Tf2N
-. The apparent 

Stokes radii of the EMIm+-containing ionic species decreased with increasing LiTf2N 

content, which also supported the conclusions from the data determined for Tf2N
--

containing clusters. In pure EMImTf2N, the only cation-anion interaction present exists 

between EMIm+ and Tf2N
-. Thus, the EMIm+-containing clusters readily contain bulky 

Tf2N
- anions. However, when LiTf2N is added to create a binary mixture, the stronger 

association of Li+ to with Tf2N
- relative to the EMIm+ interaction with Tf2N

- attracts a 

greater number of Tf2N
- anions to the Li+ containing cluster. Thus, with increasing Li+ 

content, the ionic clusters present in the binary mixture favored Li+ Tf2N
- interactions and 
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caused the increase in apparent Stokes radius for Tf2N
--containing clusters, while EMIm+-

containing clusters became smaller. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Stokes radius of ionic species containing (a) Tf2N
- and (b) EMIm as LiTf2N 

content increases. Lines serve to guide the eye. 
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5.4.3 Ternary polymer electrolytes   

 

Adding the Li-doped EMIm Tf2N solutions to a polymer resulted in a ternary 

polymer electrolyte. Rather than employing crosslinked PEO that is common to the 

literature, a sulfonated triblock copolymer acted as a host for the ILs. Sequential living 

anionic polymerization (Scheme 1) of t-butyl styrene, styrene, and t-butyl styrene in 

cyclohexane yielded the ABA styrenic triblock copolymer PtBS-b-PS-b-PtBS. SEC 

(Figure 9) in THF revealed the molecular weight and polydispersity index of the 

synthesized polymer. The monomodal trace indicated the absence of premature termination 

during the course of the reaction. The polymer had Mn = 38.7 kg mol-1, Mw = 42.2 kg mol-

1, and PDI = 1.09 which indicated control over the polymerization reaction and the well-

defined nature of the triblock copolymer product. The composition of the obtained block 

copolymer matched the charged monomer composition, and corresponded to PtBS terminal 

blocks with 16.5 kg mol-1 molecular weight and PS central block of 9.3 kg mol-1 molecular 

weight.  

 

Scheme 5.1. Sequential anionic polymerization of styrenic ABA triblock copolymer. 
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Figure 5.8. SEC trace of PtBS-b-PS-b-PtBS in THF.  

 Post-polymerization modification of the styrenic triblock copolymer selectively 

imparted lithium sulfonate functionality to the PS central block (Scheme 5.2). Treatment 

of the styrenic ABA block copolymer with acetyl sulfate presented the sulfonic acid 

functionality to the central block through an electrophilic aromatic substitution 

mechanism.52 The t-butyl group on the 4-position of the outer PtBS blocks effectively 

blocked those phenyl rings from participating in the reaction. Good solvation of the PtBS 

blocks in the reaction medium prevented the reaction from rapidly turning heterogeneous, 

which facilitated high extent of sulfonation of the PS block. After isolation of the 

sulfonated block copolymer, titration of the sulfonic acid groups with LiOH determined 

the extent of sulfonation and provided the lithium sulfonate-containing copolymer. 

Titration measured an ion exchange capacity of 1.6 meq g-1 for the sulfonated block 

copolymer, which corresponded to 88 mol% sulfonation of the central PS block. The Td,5% 

decreased upon the introduction of the sulfonate functionality to the central block, and the 

Tg attributed to the central PS block changed from 99 °C to above the Td,5%. The retention 
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of the Tg near 125 °C, attributed to the PtBS blocks, further indicated the selective nature 

of the modification. 

 

Scheme 5.2. Selective sulfonation of the central block and subsequent neutralization to 

lithium sulfonate. 

 The combination of central block sulfonation and hydrophobic outer blocks enabled 

the dispersion of the lithium sulfonate-containing copolymer in methanol, which permitted 

homogenous mixing of the charged block copolymer with EMIm Tf2N-based IL samples, 

an improvement over the PSSLi homopolymer. Adding the Li-doped EMIm Tf2N into the 

sulfonated block copolymer represented the first step towards evaluating these materials as 

novel ternary polymer electrolytes. Samples contained 30 wt% of the IL-based binary 

mixture relative to the ionic block weight. Above 30 wt% incorporation, the samples 

exhibited macrophase separation, likely due to the presence of hydrophobic PtBS blocks.. 

Thermograms revealed no melting endotherms when compared to the data in Figure 3, 

which indicated homogenous mixing of the IL-based solutions into the sulfonated 

copolymer. The ternary polymer electrolytes each displayed a Tg near 125 °C, consistent 

with the Tg of the PtBS outer blocks.  
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Table 5.2. Thermal properties of sulfonated block copolymers with added LiTf2N-doped 

EMIm Tf2N. 

Sample Td,5% Tg,1 (°C) Tg,2 (°C) 

PtBS-b-PS-b-PtBS 407 99 125 

PtBS-b-sPSLi-b-PtBS 218 ND 127 

    + 30 wt% EMIm Tf2N 319 147 126 

    + 30 wt% 8:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N 312 151 131 

    + 30 wt% 2:1 (w:w) EMIm Tf2N:LiTf2N 316 148 125 

 

Addition of the LiTf2N-doped IL solutions permitted observation of the central 

block Tg near 150 °C, as the IL solutions plasticized the ion-containing central block. 

Plasticization of ionic segments proves favorable for conductive applications because 

segmental motion often drives ionic conductivity in polymer-containing electrolytes.53,54 

While the brittle nature of the resulting samples prohibited evaluation of the ion transport 

and thermomechanical properties, optimized block copolymer composition and degree of 

sulfonation would mitigate macrophase separation and allow for greater extent of IL 

incorporation and plasticization. This initial study of the thermal properties therefore 

proved encouraging for further investigation of these sulfonated block copolymer-

containing ternary systems for electrolyte applications 

5.5 Conclusions 

 
 IL addition to PSSA and PSSLi plasticized the polymers at levels relevant for 

polymer electrolytes. Incorporating LiTf2N into EMIm Tf2N IL at two increasing weight 

fractions led to an increase in viscosity and decrease in conductivity. PGSTE experiments 

measured the diffusion values for the various ionic species present in the binary IL 

mixtures, and afforded greater insight into ion dynamics at the molecular level. To 

synthesize a polymeric host for the binary IL mixtures, sequential anionic polymerization, 
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post-polymerization sulfonation, and neutralization to the lithium sulfonate-containing 

polymer afforded an ABA triblock copolymer with sulfonated polystyrene central block 

and poly(t-butylstyrene) outer blocks. Addition of the binary IL mixtures to the sulfonated 

triblock copolymer reduced the Tg of the sulfonated block to ca 150 °C. These ternary 

polymer systems that featured sulfonated polystyrene as the host represent a novel addition 

to the field and a platform for further investigation as electrolytes. 
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6.1 Abstract  

 
2-(Dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) readily neutralized a sulfonic 

acid-containing pentablock copolymer. The methacrylate functionality of the DMAEMA-

sulfonate ion pair readily photocured upon exposure of the film to UV irradiation. 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and dynamic 

mechanical analysis (DMA) compared the thermal and mechanical properties of the 

modified membrane to a sulfonic acid-containing control sample and revealed the 

enhanced thermomechanical properties of the modified membrane. Small-angle X-ray 

scattering (SAXS) investigated the photocured, DMAEMA-containing film, revealing the 

preservation of bicontinuous bulk morphology. The photocured membrane exhibited water 

uptake of 17.1 ± 2.9 wt%, water vapor transport rate of 2.5 ± 0.1 kg m-2 day-1, and NaCl 

permeability of 9.7 x 10-8 cm2 sec-1. Optical microscopy examined the ability to heal 
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membrane defects, and tensile testing further demonstrated the recovery of mechanical 

properties of the photocured, ion-containing pentablock copolymer after healing. 

6.2 Introduction 

 
 Block copolymers that feature covalently bound ionic groups represent an exciting 

field of research within polymer science owing to their favorable thermomechanical and 

transport properties.1-3 In particular, the extensive design versatility inherent with ionic 

block copolymers enables tuning of properties and self-assembly through variation of 

parameters such as ion structure, relative block lengths, charge density, bulk morphology, 

and charge placement e.g. backbone vs pendant charge.4-14 Tailoring of these parameters 

makes ion-containing block copolymers useful for a wide variety of applications including 

thermoplastics, antimicrobials, nonviral gene delivery, fuel cells, gas separation, water 

purification, and electromechanical actuators.15-25 In particular, sulfonated copolymers 

receive significant attention from researchers due to the sulfonate group’s ability to aid in 

nanoparticle templating, ionic conductivity, and water permeability.21, 26-34 

 Random ion-containing copolymers, such as ionomers or polyelectrolytes, also 

demonstrate properties useful for many of these applications. Some random ionomers 

further display self-healing capabilities, as the noncovalent ionic interactions behave as 

physical crosslink sites that enable re-mending of the polymer.35-40 Metal-neutralized 

poly(ethylene-co-methacrylic acid) (EMAA) represents a widely studied example of a 

healable ionomer.41-46  Research on healable polymers also focuses on dynamic covalent 

bonding or nonionic physical interactions as the driving force for healing.47-51 However, 

the literature strangely lacks reports of healable ion-containing block copolymers, with 

examples of self-healing block copolymers instead featuring metal-ligand or 
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complementary hydrogen bonding interactions as physical crosslinks.52  Ionic block 

copolymers may exhibit advantageous properties over random ionomers due to the tunable 

geometry of microphase separation within the bulk, as opposed to random ionic clusters, 

especially in the presence of a nonionic phase that features a low glass transition 

temperature (Tg) to promote molecular mobility. 

The Nexar family of sulfonated block copolymers features pentablock architecture 

arising from sequential living anionic polymerization of t-butyl styrene, isoprene, styrene, 

isoprene, and t-butyl styrene.53 Hydrogenation of the polyisoprene block coupled with the 

alkyl group in the outer blocks enables selective sulfonation of the central polystyrene 

block to yield a sulfonic acid-containing, microphase-separated pentablock copolymer with 

general structure poly(t-butylstyrene-b-hydrogenated isoprene-b-sulfonated styrene-b-

hydrogenated isoprene-b-t-butylstyrene) (tBS-HI-SS-HI-tBS). The terminal tBS blocks act 

as mechanically reinforcing anchors, while the HI blocks provide flexibility and toughness 

to the membrane in addition to a low Tg local environment surrounding the ionic phase.  

Previous research by Winey et al on Nexar focused on its micellar solution and bulk 

morphologies.54-56 Geise et al also added several notable contributions to the literature that 

focused on characterizing and understanding the transport properties of Nexar.20, 57-60 

Another study exploited the excellent water transport properties to investigate 

pervaporative water extraction from short chain aliphatic alcohols.61 Most recently, the 

sulfonated pentablock copolymer proved viable for nanofiltration of wastewater to remove 

heavy metal ions.62 

Thus far, examples of Nexar modification in the academic and patent literature 

focused on neutralization of the sulfonic acid site with metal or ammonium cations.60, 63-66 
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Aluminum metal cations proved especially useful in tuning the water and salt transport 

properties in addition to enhancing the mechanical strength of the resulting membrane.60 

The multivalency of the Al3+ cation enabled stronger electrostatic crosslinking in the SS 

phases and resulted in smaller d-spacing in the ionic domain which led to reduced water 

uptake, water permeability, and coefficient of water diffusion. Similarly, another study 

investigated the effects of neutralizing the sulfonated styrenic pentablock copolymer with 

calcium, aluminum, or copper cations to influence the barrier properties of the membrane 

to dimethyl methylphosphonate, a nerve agent employed in chemical warfare, although the 

scope of the investigation did not include the morphological effects of this modification.63   

The effects of crosslinking on polymer thermomechanical and rheological 

properties are widely studied. These crosslink sites exist as permanent covalent linkages, 

dynamic covalent linkages, or transient physical interactions. One simple route to 

crosslinked networks involves UV irradiation to initiate a radical reaction, often of acrylic 

or methacrylic species. While studies exist detailing photocrosslinked block copolymers, 

previous literature in ion-containing networks is largely limited to crosslinked gels 

containing ionic liquids or polymerizable ionic liquids.67-70 One example exists of using 

UV irradiation to crosslink the ionic phase of a photonic block copolymer through 

excitement of the counteranion and resultant hydrogen abstraction from the polymer 

backbone to generate free radical crosslinking.71 However, the literature lacks reports of 

ionic block copolymers where the polymer photocures through covalent linkage of the 

counterions to each other to provide an electrostatically crosslinked network. 

This manuscript details a unique approach to the facile modification of a 

commercially available sulfonated styrenic pentablock copolymer with a methacrylic 
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tertiary amine under mild conditions and subsequent UV irradiation to covalently link 

through countercations. The present study investigates the effects of modification on 

membrane thermomechanical properties, bulk morphology, water uptake, water vapor 

transmission rate, salt permeability, and mechanical properties. Furthermore, we explore 

the effect of the ionic interactions on the capacity of the membrane to heal physical defects. 

To the authors’ best knowledge, this represents the first example in the literature of a 

healable, photocured, ion-containing block copolymer. 

6.3 Experimental 

 
6.3.1 Materials 

The sulfonated pentablock copolymer Nexar MD9200 (IEC = 2.0) was provided by 

Kraton Polymers LLC and used without further purification. 2-(Dimethylamino)ethyl 

methacrylate (DMAEMA, 98%) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and inhibitor was 

removed by passing through an alumina plug prior to use. All solvents were purchased 

from Spectrum Chemicals and used as received.  

6.3.2Analytical Methods  

 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a TA Instruments Q500 

under nitrogen atmosphere with a heating ramp of 10 °C/min. Differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) determined thermal transitions using standard heat/cool/heat procedure 

under nitrogen atmosphere with a heating rate of 10 °C/min and quench cool on a TA 

Instruments Q2000. Glass transition temperatures (Tgs) were determined on the second 

heating cycle. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was performed on a TA Instruments 

Q800 in film tension mode with 1 Hz oscillation, 15 µm amplitude, and 3 °C/min heating 

rate. Tensile testing was performed at a 5 mm/min crosshead rate on an Instron 5500R 

universal testing instrument using dumbbell-shaped specimens cut with a Pioneer Dietecs 
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die. Data was analyzed according to ASTM D638 and represents the average of five 

samples. 

Micrographs were recorded using an Olympus BX51 optical microscope operating 

in transmission mode equipped with a 10x objective and connected to a Linkam Scientific 

Instruments TMS 94 heating stage.  Indentations were made manually across the surface 

of the dumbbell shaped samples using a razor blade. The direction of the indentation was 

perpendicular to the direction of the applied strain in tensile testing. Samples were set at 

ambient temperature and heated to the desired temperature at a rate of 100 °C/ min. The 

healing capabilities of the samples were tested both with and without the application of an 

external shear force.  

Salt permeability values were recorded using a PermeGear Side-bi-Side jacketed 

horizontal cells with 15 mm diameter membrane port, PermeGear H-series stirrers, and a 

heater/circulator operating at 25 °C. The donor cell contained 2000 ppm aqueous NaCl 

solution and the other contained deionized water. The conductivity of the water in the 

receiver cell was measured and correlated to a calibration curve to determine the 

concentration of NaCl. Membranes were equilibrated in 2000 ppm aqueous NaCl solution 

for at least 48 h prior to measurement.  Salt permeability, Ps, was determined according to 

the relationship: 

ln [1 − 2
𝐶𝑅[𝑡]

𝐶𝐷[0]
] =  −2

𝐴

𝑉𝐿
𝑃𝑠𝑡                (1) 

where CR[t] is the NaCl concentration in the receiving cell at time t, CD[0] is the initial 

NaCl concentration in the donor cell, A is the surface area of the membrane, V is the 

volume of the donor and receiving cells, and L is the thickness of the membrane.72  
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Degree of swelling (DS) was determined by immersing a portion of dried film in 

an excess of water for one week, and was calculated according to 

𝐷𝑆 =  
𝑀−𝑀0

𝑀0
 𝑥 100%                 (2) 

where M is the mass of the swollen membrane and M0 is the mass of the dried film prior to 

immersion. Immersion studies were performed in triplicate. Water vapor transport rate 

(WVTR) was measured in triplicate at 50% relative humidity at 35 °C according to a 

previously described method.60  

6.3.3 Morphological Analysis 

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments were performed using a Rigaku 

S-Max 3000 3 pinhole SAXS system, equipped with a rotating anode emitting X-ray with 

a wavelength of 0.154 nm (Cu Kα). The sample-to-detector distance was 1603 mm, and the 

q-range was calibrated using a silver behenate standard. Two-dimensional SAXS patterns 

were obtained using a 2D multiwire, proportional counting, gas-filled detector, with an 

exposure time of 2 h. The SAXS data were corrected for sample transmission and sample 

thickness. All SAXS data were analyzed using the SAXSGUI software package to obtain 

radially integrated SAXS intensity versus the scattering vector q, 

where q=(4π/λ)sin(θ), θ is one half of the scattering angle and λ is the X-ray wavelength. 

Primary feature spacings were determined according to the relationship  

𝑑 =  
2𝜋

𝑞∗                  (3) 

where d is the spacing and q* is the maximum intensity in the scattering profile.  

6.3.4 Modification of Nexar MD9200  

A 10 wt% micellar solution of Nexar MD9200 in cyclohexane was added to a 100 

mL, round-bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar and wrapped in aluminum 
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foil. A calculated amount of DMAEMA (1:1 stoichiometry) was added dropwise to the 

flask, similar to previous literature precedent.66 The contents were allowed to stir at room 

temperature for 18 hours, at which time the solution was cast directly into PTFE dishes. 

Films were dried at ambient temperature in vacuo for 48 hours. The casting and drying 

process was carried out under dark conditions at ambient temperature to minimize 

premature photocuring or thermal curing of the methacrylic counterion. After drying, films 

were photocured using a Fusion Systems UV benchtop conveyor belt curing system with 

intensity (W/cm2) as follows: 0.844 visible, 1.431 UVA, 1.301 UVB, and 0.240 UVC. 

Sequential Soxhlet extraction of the cured films was performed with water first and 

cyclohexane second. The membranes were annealed at 130 °C for 18 h in vacuo. A control 

sample membrane of unmodified Nexar MD9200 was prepared and annealed in similar 

fashion.  

6.4 Results and Discussion 

 
6.4.1 Modification and thermomechanical characterization 

 

The methacrylic tertiary amine DMAEMA readily neutralized those sulfonic acid 

sites in Nexar MD9200 according to literature procedure (Scheme 6.1) to yield a sulfonated 

styrenic pentablock copolymer with photocurable countercations.66 Casting the polymer 

solution afforded a free-standing, flexible membrane, and subsequent irradiation with UV 

cured the methacrylate countercation (Scheme 6.2). Sequential Soxhlet extractions of the 

photocured membrane with water and cyclohexane revealed negligible mass loss and 

yielded a gel fraction > 99%, which further indicated high efficiency of countercation 

photocuring within the ionic domains. The close proximity of the ammonium methacrylate 
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countercations within microphase-separated domains of the cast pentablock copolymer 

membrane likely facilitated efficient photocuring even in the solid state. 

Scheme 6.1. Neutralization of Nexar MD9200 with DMAEMA.  

Scheme 6.2. Photocuring of DMAEMA-neutralized Nexar MD9200. 

TGA investigated the weight loss profiles of the two membranes as a function of 

increasing temperature under a nitrogen atmosphere. The 5% weight loss temperature 

increased from 214 °C to 278 °C upon neutralization and subsequent photocuring. DSC 

revealed the glass transition temperatures (Table 6.1) of the films. Both samples 

displayed a Tg near -50 °C which corresponded to the HI blocks. Second Tgs around 115 

°C related to the Tg of the terminal tBS blocks. The increased thermal stability of the 

modified analog enabled detection of a third transition at 186 °C that corresponded to the 

ionic phase.   
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Table 6.1. Thermal properties of Nexar MD9200 and photocured modified Nexar 

membranes determined using TGA and DSC. 

Sample Td,5% (°C) Tg,1 (°C) Tg,2 (°C) Tg,3 (°C) 

Nexar MD9200 214 -52 113 ND 

Photocured DMAEMA Nexar 278 -51 118 186 

  

The strong electrostatic interaction of sulfonated polystyrene central block with 

cured methacrylate ammonium ions resulted in greater thermomechanical properties 

(Figure 6.1) as investigated with DMA in tension mode. In both membranes, DMA 

clearly revealed the Tg of the HI blocks at -35 °C. The second drops in plateau moduli at 

108 °C and 113 °C corresponded to the Tg of the tBS outer blocks in the control 

membrane and the photocured DMAEMA-modified Nexar film, respectively. These 

transitions agreed reasonably well with those observed using DSC. The higher wt% 

content of the hard, ionic phase in the modified Nexar membrane caused an increase in 

storage modulus. Nexar MD9200 exhibited a final decrease in storage modulus at 126 °C 

which caused the film to yield. In contrast, the modified polymer film demonstrated 

robust thermomechanical properties up to 195 °C before flow, which revealed the effects 

of electrostatic crosslinking in the ionic phase. Neutralization and photocuring of the 

central ionic block therefore resulted in a 70 °C extension of the service window, 

unprecedented for sulfonated styrenic pentablock copolymers. 
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Figure 6.1. DMA revealed the enhanced thermomechanical properties as a result of 

photocuring DMAEMA-modified Nexar (solid line) compared to Nexar control (dotted 

line).  

6.4.2 Morphological characterization of membranes  

 

SAXS investigated the bulk morphology of Nexar MD9200 and its neutralized and 

subsequently photocured analogs (Figure 6.2). Winey et al previously studied in great 

detail the structure-morphology-property relationship of Nexar polymers with varied 

degree of sulfonation in the central block.56 In that study, Nexar membranes with IEC ≤ 

1.0 exhibited discrete SS phases existing within a matrix of HI and tBS. At higher IECs, 

the membranes displayed bicontinuous bulk morphologies without any well-defined long 

range order. The scattering profile of the unmodified Nexar control studied presently had 

scattering peaks at 0.24 nm-1 and 0.45 nm-1 which matched well with the previous 
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literature.56 Upon neutralization of the sulfonated polystyrene phase with DMAEMA, the 

maxima in the scattering profile shifted to 0.15 nm-1 and 0.31 nm-1. The shift of the 

principle scattering peak represented an increase in d-spacing from 26 nm to 42 nm, likely 

resulting from the significant increase in countercation size. Subsequent irradiation caused 

the ionic domains to decrease in size as the methacrylic counterions became covalently 

linked. The principle scattering peak of the resulting photocured membrane existed at 0.17 

nm-1 and corresponded to ionic domains with d-spacing of 37 nm.  

 

Figure 6.2. SAXS profiles of photocured DMAEMA-modified Nexar (solid line), the 

DMAEMA-neutralized but uncured Nexar (dotted line), and the unmodified control 

(dashed line) membranes. The profiles have been shifted vertically for clarity. 
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Previous studies also investigated the development of morphology in sulfonated 

pentablock copolymers. The micellar solution structure of Nexar in nonpolar solvents arose 

from aggregation of SS central blocks and good solvation of flanking HI blocks and 

terminal tBS blocks.54-55 Casting micellar solutions led to the presence of similar ion-

aggregated morphology in films.56 Shull et al employed grazing incidence SAXS to 

directly observe in real time the evolution of morphology as solvent evaporated to form a 

thin film.73 This investigation in particular supported the hypothesis that the morphology 

observed for unmodified Nexar remained largely unchanged after neutralization with 

DMAEMA, as the neutralized sample still retained the high volume fraction of the ionic 

block that drove the development of bicontinuous microphase-separation. This proved 

consistent with the observed increase in d-spacing for the ionic domains, ostensibly 

because the DMAEMA countercations are significantly larger in size than the proton of the 

unmodified sample. This increase in domain spacing displayed the opposite effect relative 

to trivalent aluminum cations that electrostatically crosslinked the SS domains.60 The 

difference likely resulted from the retention of 1:1 cation to anion ratio in addition to the 

bulkier nature of the ammonium methacrylate countercation relative to Al3+.  

Photocuring further served to preserve this observed bicontinuous morphology by 

covalently linking through the countercations of the ionic domain. SAXS (Figure 6.3) 

demonstrated the marginal differences in scattering profiles for the modified membrane 

before and after a thermal annealing step. Both samples exhibited maxima in the scattering 

profile near 0.17 nm-1 and 0.32 nm-1, indicating the retention of bicontinuous bulk 

morphology and d-spacing for the ionic domains. This further demonstrated the strong 

nature of the electrostatic interactions between the polymer-bound sulfonate groups and 
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covalently linked ammonium countercations. The preservation of the bulk morphology 

also indicated the efficiency of the photocuring step, as further thermal curing likely would 

have resulted in another decrease in ionic domain d-spacing like that observed for the 

photocuring step. 

 

Figure 6.3. SAXS profiles of photocured DMAEMA-modified Nexar before (solid line) 

and after (dashed line) thermal annealing for 18 h at 130 °C in vacuo. The profiles have 

been shifted vertically for clarity. 

6.4.3 Water uptake, WVTR, and NaCl permeability   

 

Immersion of the modified Nexar membrane in deionized water determined its 

water uptake over time (Table 6.2). The photocured membrane demonstrated a 

significantly lower extent of water uptake compared to the control membrane. The 

experimentally determined water uptake for the control membrane of 83.7 ± 5.0 % agreed 

well with previous literature.56 The reduction in water uptake for the modified membrane 

likely resulted from the increased hydrophobicity of the countercation compared to the 

unmodified polymer which counteracted the increased size of the ionic domains. WVTR 
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measurements further reflected this change in the ionic domains. Although the 

bicontinuous morphology favorable for high water vapor transport persisted in the 

modified film, the WVTR dropped by roughly an order of magnitude compared to the 

control film. The reduced water uptake and WVTR for crosslinked Nexar followed similar 

trends to those reported for Al3+-crosslinked films, and the measured values for the 

unmodified polymer film agreed with reported values.56, 60  

Modification of Nexar MD9200 and subsequent photocuring did not significantly 

affect the NaCl permeability of the membrane, as both films exhibited values approaching 

10-7 cm2 sec-1. These measurements agreed well with a previous report that established the 

potential of sulfonated styrenic pentablock copolymers with varying IEC for desalination 

applications.20 That study concluded that water swelling played a significant role in NaCl 

transport through the membrane and that further investigations were required to establish 

the transport mechanism. While probing the transport mechanism fell outside the scope of 

the present study, the reduced swelling capacity of the modified membrane without any 

consequential effect in the NaCl permeability proved encouraging for a more detailed 

investigation of photocured, DMAEMA-neutralized sulfonated styrenic pentablock 

copolymers as a platform for desalination applications.  

 

Table 6.2. Water uptake, water vapor transportation rate, and NaCl permeability values for 

Nexar MD9200 control and the modified membrane. 

Sample Water uptake 

(wt%) 

WVTR 

 (kg m-2 day-1) 

NaCl Permeability 

(cm2 sec-1) 

Nexar MD9200 83.7 ± 5.0 24.4 ± 2.6 9.8 x 10-8 

Photocured DMAEMA-modified Nexar 17.1 ± 2.9 2.5 ± 0.1 9.7 x 10-8 

 

6.4.4 Healing of defects 
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Optical microscopy evaluated the healable nature of the membrane through close 

examination of a defect (Figure 6.4). The modified membrane demonstrated the ability to 

bridge 50 µm wide scratches upon heating to 170 °C with the application of a slight shear 

force (Figure 6.4 A-B). These results highlighted the importance of the electrostatic 

crosslinking with the cured countercations when compared to the tests performed at 210 

°C (Figure 6.4 C-D). When the temperature exceeded the ion-dissociation temperature 

determined from DMA and DSC, the membrane exhibited no ability to heal. Similarly, the 

control membrane did not heal at 170 °C, likely due to the reduced electrostatic 

interactions. Figure 6.4 E-F reveals particularly well that the application of gentle shear at 

170°C across the film indentation did not result in healing but rather further damage of the 

bulk film. 
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Figure 6.4. Healing micrographs of modified Nexar (A-D) and control membrane (E-F). 

Images on the left are of the membranes immediately after indentation, and images on the 

right are the membranes after heating to 210 °C (D) or 170 °C (B, F) and attempting to 

heal. 

Tensile testing subsequently demonstrated the recovery of mechanical properties 

upon the healing of film defects. Indentation of the dumbbell-shaped samples with a razor 

blade perpendicular to the direction of extensional deformation imparted nominally 50 µm 

wide defects to the membrane as determined using optical microscopy (Figure 6.4A). 

Tensile testing of these damaged specimens exposed the reduced stress and strain behavior 
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of the samples as expected, confirming the weakening of the membrane upon introduction 

of the defect. Representative stress-strain profiles of the various samples clearly exhibit the 

recovery of mechanical properties for damaged and subsequently healed samples relative 

to samples that were indented but not healed (Figure 6.5A). For all three sample sets, 

Young’s modulus remained consistent within error throughout the tensile experiments 

(Figure 6.5B). The healed sample demonstrated enhanced strain-at-break properties 

relative to the damaged samples (Figure 6.5C), further confirming the efficiency of the 

healing step to improve the material properties of the damaged polymer samples. Lastly, 

the healed samples exhibited a maximum stress within error of the modified, undamaged 

polymer samples, showing that the healing process afforded near complete recovery of 

maximum stress (Figure 6.5D).   
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Figure 6.5. (A) Representative stress-strain tensile profiles and compiled average (b) 

Young’s modulus, (c) strain at break, and (d) maximum stress for modified Nexar, 

damaged modified Nexar, and healed modified Nexar samples. 

Table 6.3 compares the average mechanical properties to the unmodified control 

previously studied in literature.60 Modification and subsequent photocuring increased the 

maximum stress of the sulfonate-containing pentablock copolymer. This modification of 

the polymer also caused a concurrent decrease in strain at break, however. Interestingly, 

the damaged modified samples also exhibited an average stress at break similar to that of 

the unmodified control. The healed samples displayed maximum stress roughly double that 

of the unmodified polymer, and served to further reinforce that modification resulted in 

improved mechanical strength. 

Table 6.3. Tensile properties of photocured, DMAEMA-modified Nexar. 

Sample Young’s Modulus 

(GPa) 

Strain  

(%) 

Maximum Stress 

(MPa) 

Nexar MD9200 a NR 250 11.5 

Modified Nexar 0.96 ± 0.12 92.6 ± 18.2 22.6 ± 2.6 

Damaged Modified Nexar 0.87 ± 0.24 5.9 ± 2.8 14.6 ± 3.7 

Healed Modified Nexar 0.96 ± 0.18 20.5 ± 9.6 21.4 ± 3.0 

a Values from Ref. 60; NR = not reported. 

6.5 Conclusions 

 
 This report details for the first time the neutralization and subsequent photocuring 

of a sulfonated styrenic pentablock copolymer. The two-step, facile modification yielded 

an ion-containing block copolymer membrane with bicontinuous bulk morphology and 
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resulted in an extension of the service window by 70 °C. Water uptake decreased when 

measured gravimetrically by swelling, and WVTR decreased by roughly an order of 

magnitude upon modification; however, NaCl permeability through the membrane 

remained constant. Furthermore, the introduction of strongly associating ions with 

restricted mobility increased maximum stress and decreased strain and break in tensile 

experiments. However, such ionic aggregates proved crucial to the film’s ability to heal 

defects. Optical microscopy revealed the ability to remove defects from the membrane 

below the ion dissociation temperature, which was not observed for the control polymer. 

Additional experiments compared the tensile properties of damaged and subsequently 

healed samples, and revealed the recovery of maximum stress and strain at break upon 

healing of the samples. These properties together represent the first example in the 

literature of a photocured, ion-containing healable block copolymer, and serve as a 

platform for further investigation of these kinds of polymers for various applications.   
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7.1 Abstract  

 Polyethylene glycol methacrylate (PEGMA) readily photocured in the presence of 

various amounts of different pH-labile crosslinkers to yield degradable covalent networks. 

Additive manufacturing with the microstereolithography technique afforded 3D-printed 

networks with good resolution and degradable functionalities. Tertiary alkyl esters 

provided acid sensitivity, poly(lactide-co-glycolide) ester bonds imparted hydrolytic 

instability, and a fluorinated aromatic ester was investigated for its base sensitivity. 

Thermogravimetric analysis, differential scanning calorimetry, and thermogravimetric 

sorption analysis probed the thermal properties and water uptake of the 3D-printed 

networks, establishing their suitability as hydrogels. Evaluation of the 3D-printed objects 

for their degradability demonstrated full degradation as quickly as 6 h.   

7.2 Introduction 

 

mailto:telong@vt.edu
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Polymer networks or gels represent attractive targets for researchers owing to their 

design versatility and tunable properties. Careful selection of crosslinker and monomer 

enable control over the physicochemical properties of the network. Similarly, the 

crosslinker content of the network composition adjusts inherent material properties such as 

degree of swelling and modulus.1-2 Their inherent insolubility and enhanced toughness 

relative to linear polymers restrict their processability and recyclability.3 However, these 

same properties also facilitate a variety of applications such as separations, long-term 

controlled release, dental resins, solid state aerospace fuels, and structural adhesives.2, 4-9  

Two main synthetic routes lead to network formation: post-polymerization 

modification to covalently link multiple chains, and polymerization in the presence of a 

multifunctional crosslinker.10-14 Researchers often extend the latter strategy towards 

photopolymerization of acrylates, methacrylates, and acrylamide monomers in the 

presence of a difunctional crosslinker.15-16 The UV-curing method extends well into three 

dimensions through the mask projection stereolithography (SL) process, which fabricates 

objects through sequential curing of individual layers. Advances in SL technology resulted 

in feature sizes < 10 µm with drastically decreased fabrication times, leading to a branch 

of the field known as microstereolithography (µSL).17-18 µSL represents just one of several 

additive manufacturing or 3D-printing techniques, but also proves suitable for a wide 

variety of resin compositions, providing they exhibit suitable viscosity. End-functionalized 

oligomers, known as photopolymers, often meet this criteria, and find widespread use for 

the 3D-printing of crosslinked networks for cell scaffolding and novel polymeric 

electrolytes.19-20  
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Networks that demonstrate a change in physicochemical properties upon exposure 

to an external stimulus represent an attractive target for researchers.21 pH proves a 

particularly attractive stimulus due to the variety of known and stable physiological 

conditions. Thus, many reports exist of pH-responsive networks.22-28 Tertiary alkyl esters 

demonstrate both thermally-induced and acid lability in polymer networks and in core-

crosslinked star polymers, allowing conversion of insoluble networks to soluble linear 

polymers.13, 29-30 Theato et al. demonstrated that fluorinated phenyl esters also show pH-

sensitivity, degrading to liberate the corresponding phenol in the presence of basic species 

such as amines.31-33 Poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) exhibits hydrolytic sensitivity 

widely studied for controlled release applications.34-36 The hydrolysis of the polymer chain 

liberates lactic and glycolic acid and thus proves autocatalytic under neutral or 

physiological conditions.37 However, the literature lacks reports that include known 

cleavable groups into compositions for µSL to achieve 3D-printed objects with inherently 

designed degradable properties. While more attention lies with incorporating a functional 

monomers into the µSL process, continued progress in crosslinker synthesis will serve to 

further enhance the tunability of the resulting objects’ properties. 

This manuscript details for the first time the fabrication of three-dimensional 

networks that feature stimuli-labile linkages through µSL. Crosslinkers based on a tertiary 

alkyl diacrylate, tetrafluorophenyl-1,4-diacrylate, and PLGA-based urethane-containing 

dimethacrylate provided network structure with poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate 

(PEGMA) reactive diluent. To the authors’ best knowledge, this report is the first example 

of PLGA additive manufacturing with µSL. The present work further demonstrates the 
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degradation response of the 3D-printed objects, with implications for fields such as 

manufacturing and tissue engineering.  

7.3 Experimental 

 
7.3.1 Materials 

 

Acryloyl chloride, triethylamine (TEA), pyridine, 2,5-dimethyl hexane-2,5-diol, 

tetrafluorohydroquinone (TFHQ), dimethoxyacetophenone (DMPA), phenylbis(2,4,6-

trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (PPO) and poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate 

(PEGMA, average molecular weight 500 g/mol) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and 

used as received. Glycolide (≥ 99%) and D/L-lactide (98%) were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich and dried in vacuo at 45 °C for several days prior to use. 2-isocyanatoethyl 

methacrylate (IEM) was purchased from TCI America and used as received. Dibutyltin 

dilaurate (DBTDL) and stannous ethylhexanoate (Sn(Oct)2) were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich and used as received. Polyethylene glycol (PEG, average molecular weight 400 

g/mol) was received from Procter & Gamble and dried at 80 °C in vacuo prior to use. All 

solvents were purchased from Spectrum Chemical and used as received.  

7.3.2 Analytical Methods  

 
1H and 19F nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopies were performed on an 

Agilent U4-DD2 spectrometer operating at 400 MHz and ambient temperature in CDCl3 

or D2O. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a TA Instruments Q500 

operating at 10 °C/min temperature ramp under nitrogen atmosphere.  Differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on a TA Instruments Q2000 operating under 

nitrogen atmosphere at a 10 10 °C/min heating rate. Transitions were determined on the 

second heat after a quench cool. Photocalorimetry experiments (PhotoDSC) were 
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performed at 25 °C on a TA Instruments Q1000 equipped with a TA Q Series PCA 

photoirradiation attachment operating over a spectral range of 250-650 nm at an intensity 

of 22 mW/cm2 from an Omnicure S2000 UV source. Samples of mass 20 ± 2 mg and 

nominal thickness 2 mm were analyzed in an open pan under a nitrogen atmosphere. 

Water sorption values were determined by thermogravimetric sorption analysis 

(TGASA) at 25 °C using a relative humidity (RH) stepwise ramp on a TA Instruments 

Q5000. Each sample was dried as part of the instrumental procedure at 0% RH at 25 °C 

until the sample weight equilibrated. The instrument increased RH in 5% increments and 

maintained each step until the sample weight exhibited < 0.01% change in weight for 10 

min. The upper RH bound of the experiment was 95%. Water sorption was calculated 

based on the weight gain of sample.  

7.3.3 Synthesis of acid-cleavable crosslinker  

Synthesis of the acid-cleavable diacrylate crosslinker was adapted from previous 

literature procedure. 2,5-dimethyl hexane-2,5-diol (50.0 g, 0.342 mol), TEA (143 mL, 

1.026 mol), and 400 mL DCM were charged to a clean, dry, 1 L, round-bottomed flask 

equipped with a magnetic stir bar and placed in an ice water bath. Acryloyl chloride (61.1 

mL, 0.752 mol) was added dropwise over 90 min and the reaction was allowed to warm to 

room temperature and proceeded for 18 h. Triethylammonium chloride (TEACl) 

precipitate was collected by vacuum filtration. The filtrate was concentrated under rotary 

evaporation and filtered again to further remove TEACl. In a separatory funnel, the filtrate 

was washed twice with DI H2O to remove TEACl and twice with aqueous NaOH (5% w/w) 

to neutralize and remove acrylic acid. Rotary evaporation to remove the remaining solvent 

afforded a dark yellow oil in 88% yield. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 6.15 (2H), 5.90 (2H), 5.60 (2H), 

1.71 (4H), 1.34 (12H). 
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7.3.4 Synthesis of base-cleavable crosslinker  

Synthesis of the base-cleavable diacrylate crosslinker was adapted from previous 

literature. TFHQ (5.0 g, 30 mmol), pyridine (4.8 mL, 60 mmol), and 100 mL DCM were 

charged to a clean, dry, 250 mL, round-bottomed flask equipped with a magnetic stir bar 

and placed in an ice water bath. Acryloyl chloride (5.5 mL, 65 mmol) was added dropwise 

over 90 min and the reaction was allowed to warm to room temperature and proceeded for 

18 h. Pyridinium chloride precipitate was removed by vacuum filtration. The filtrate was 

concentrated under rotary evaporation and washed twice with 75 mL DI H2O in a 

separatory funnel. The DCM phase was dried over Na2SO4 before the solvent was removed 

under rotary evaporation to afford colorless crystals in 68% yield. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 6.70 

(2H), 6.35 (2H), 6.15 (2H). 19F NMR: δ (ppm) -153.31 

7.3.5 Synthesis of PLGA-based dimethacrylate 

 

Synthesis of the hydrolytically unstable polyester diol was adapted from previous 

literature. Briefly, glycolide (4.46 g, 0.038 mol) and D/L-lactide (5.54 g, 0.038 mol) were 

added under nitrogen to a flame-dried, 50 mL, round-bottomed flask equipped with a 

magnetic stir bar. The flask was immersed in an oil bath thermostated to 130 °C and the 

monomers were allowed to melt completely. The temperature was reduced to 120 °C, and 

PEG (10.00 g, 0.025 mol) and Sn(Oct)2 catalyst (1 wt% in toluene, 200 ppm) was added 

by syringe under nitrogen. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 24 h, upon which time 

the flask was removed from heat. The product was dissolved in chloroform and washed 

repeatedly with a 9:1 mixture by volume of hexanes and methanol. Chloroform was 

removed under rotary evaporation and the resulting viscous liquid was dried to constant 

weight in vacuo at 70 °C. The PLGA-based diol (9.5 g, 0.11 mol) was then added under 
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nitrogen to a 50 mL, two-neck round-bottomed flask equipped with magnetic stirring and 

a water condenser. DBTDL (1 wt% in CHCl3, 100 ppm) was added by syringe, along with 

IEM (4.0 mL, 0.28 mol). The reaction flask was then immersed in an oil bath thermostated 

to 40 °C and the reaction proceeded for 12 h. The product was washed twice with hexanes, 

and dried under rotary evaporation, yielding difunctional PLGA-based urethane 

methacrylate (PLGA-UM) as a clear, viscous liquid in 97% yield. 1H NMR: δ (ppm) 6.12 

(2H), 5.60 (2H), 5.22 (2H), 4.73 (6H), 4.32 (2.3 H), 4.23 (4H), 3.70 (4H), 3.64 (32 H), 3.51 

(4H), 1.95 (6H), 1.54 (7.7 H). 

7.3.6 Additive manufacturing 

 

An Autodesk Ember 3D desktop printer and accompanying Print Studio CAD 

software was used to design and print the desired parts containing the acid-cleavable or 

base cleavable crosslinkers. During the print process, a LED ultraviolet light source with 

emission wavelength of 405 nm and intensity of 20 mW/cm2 was emitted to pass through 

a series of conditioning optics to ensure efficient and even distribution of light projected 

onto the photopolymer resin. Subsequently, UV light reflected off an array of mirrors 

through a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) located below and in parallel with the resin 

vat, which digitally patterned two-dimensional sliced layers transmitted from the three-

dimensional file designed by the CAD software. The DMD was a DLP® 0.45'' WXGA 

with a microarray size of 912 x 1140 with mirrors spaced 7.6 microns apart.  

For PEGMA-based cubic lattices with 1 mol% acid-labile or base-labile crosslinker 

printed with 2 wt% PPO photoinitiator, the pattern then passed through a set of imaging 

optics before projection onto the resin vat’s optical window where photopolymer resin was 

selectively cured into crosslinked layers for 15 s each with a layer thickness set to 250 µm. 
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After curing of each layer onto the build platform, the resin vat rotated 60 degrees away 

from the optical window at a rate of 1 rpm to allow recoat before the curing of the next 

layer. This layer-by-layer process was repeated until the completion of the part, upon which 

the part was immersed in isopropyl alcohol to remove any residual uncured monomer. For 

a PEGMA-based colosseum with 45 mol% acid-labile crosslinker, the layer cure time was 

30 s, with a cure depth of 100 µm initiated by 1 wt% PPO. 0.025 wt% avobenzone was 

incorporated as a UV blocker to improve resolution.  

 Parts containing PLGA-UM and PEGMA were fabricated using a custom-built 

mask projection µSL machine consisting of a UV light source, conditioning optics, a 

mirror, a dynamic mask connected to a computer, imaging optics, and a resin container 

with a stage mounted on a linear actuator as previously described.19-20 Briefly, a 

LightningCure LC-L1V3 UV LED system by Hamamatsu was chosen as a source of 

ultraviolet light. The conditioning optics (Edmund Optics) ensured that the entire dynamic 

mask was illuminated by UV light while the imaging optics focus the patterned light onto 

the resin surface and reduce the image dimensions by a factor of two. The dynamic mask, 

consists of a DLP 0.65 1080p DMD from Texas. The DMD is a 1920 x 1080 array of 

aluminum micromirrors that measures 0.65-inch along the diagonal. Each square 

micromirror has a side length of 7.56 μm. The imaging optics reduce the image dimensions 

by a factor of 2 so the effective projection area of each micromirror on the surface of the 

photopolymer surface is 3.78 μm x 3.78 μm. Due to the optics of the system, the maximum 

part size in the XY plane is 4 mm by 6 mm. The maximum dimension in the Z direction is 

36mm. A linear actuator (Zaber NA11B60) was used to control the movement of a custom 

stage fabricated using fused deposition modeling. 
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For resins containing PLGA-UM, PEGMA, 2 wt% DMPA and 0.05 wt% 

avobenzone, 100 μm layers were exposed for 5.5 seconds at an exposure of 7.5 mW/cm2. 

Between layers, the build stage was dipped 3 mm below the resin surface for a duration of 

3 seconds and after the stage was raised to the build location for the subsequent layer, the 

resin was allow to settle for 6 seconds. Scaffolds up to 8 mm tall were fabricated. After 

printing, the parts were removed from the build platform using a razor blade and excess 

resin was carefully blotted off. The parts were then cleaned by sonication in isopropanol. 

The parts were subsequently post-cured by irradiating them with a handheld UV lamp. 

7.4 Results and Discussion 

 
7.4.1 Synthesis of the crosslinkers for the networks 

 

Straightforward synthetic routes yielded three various degradable crosslinkers 

(Figure 7.1) Acryloyl chloride readily imparted photocurable functionality to 2,5-

dimethylhexane-2,5-diol and to tetrafluorohydroquinone (TFHQ). The reaction proceeded 

readily under common conditions utilizing dichloromethane solvent and an amine to 

scavenge liberated HCl. In the case of the acid-labile tertiary alkyl diacrylate (compound 

A), the reaction provided a high yield. The synthetic strategy for the TFHQ diacrylate 

(compound B) resulted in similar yields compared to previous literature, but lower relative 

to the acid-labile crosslinker. This likely resulted from excess pyridine partially degrading 

the product.31 The final crosslinker investigated in the present study featured hydrolyzable 

ester linkages and urethane methacrylate endgroups. Difunctional PEG 400 initiated ring 

opening polymerization (Scheme 7.1) of an equimolar mixture of D/L-lactide and 

glycolide with Sn(Oct)2, a composition which suppresses crystallinity.35 The PEG-

initiated, PLGA-based diol then readily reacted with 2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate to 
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provide photocurable end-functionality (PLGA-UM). 1H NMR indicated the molecular 

weight of PLGA-UM to be 1180 g mol-1, with n = 3.6 on average.  

 

 

Figure 7.1. Structures of acid-labile crosslinker (A); base-labile crosslinker (B); and 

PEG-based, PLGA-containing crosslinker (PLGA-UM).  

 

7.4.2 Photocalorimetry of acid-labile networks 

 

Photocalorimetry investigated resin compositions with varying extent of 

photoinitiator (DMPA) or acid-labile crosslinker incorporation. The thermograms (Figure 

7.2) revealed differences in curing behavior of resin compositions. In all cases, the 

irradiation source turned on after 1 min, leading to an immediate and significant exotherm 

that resulted from curing of acrylate or methacrylate polymerization. The exotherm signal 

then decreased and decayed to a flat baseline, indicating that no further polymerization 

occurred. The trial continued for a minimum of 2 min after reaching this baseline. The 

baseline after the photocuring experiment did not return to 0 W/g heat flow due heat 

generated from the irradiation source. Varying the amount of crosslinker at a constant 
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photoinitiator concentration (Figure 7.2A) led to slight changes in the breadth of the 

exotherm peak as well as initial slope. Varying the photoinitiator content of the resin 

mixture also affected the polymerization response to UV. A resin mixture of 99 mol% 

PEGMA with 1 mol% A and 3 wt% DMPA demonstrated an exotherm with a faster initial 

slope and narrower peak breadth than the same resin composition with 2 wt% DMPA 

(Figure 7.2B). In all cases investigated, the exotherm peaked within a minute of UV 

exposure, indicating suitability for a layer-by-layer curing process with reasonable print 

times.  

  

 

Figure 7.2.  Photocalorimetry traces of (A) PEGMA with various mol% incorporation of 

A using 2 wt% DMPA and (B) PEGMA with 1 mol% A with varied photoinitiator 

concentration. Vertical lines at time = 1 min correspond to start of irradiation. 

 

7.4.3 Additive manufacturing 

 

µSL readily fabricated hydrogels through layer-by-layer UV irradiation of 

PEGMA-based mixtures with incorporated crosslinker (Scheme 7.2). This process enabled 

printing of parts that featured 1 or 45 mol% A, 1 mol% of  B, or 10 or 30 mol% PLGA-

UM with PEGMA as a reactive diluent to qualitatively tailor resin viscosity and mechanical 
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robustness of the parts. SEM images (Figure 7.3) of the parts that contain 1 mol% A or B 

revealed their resolution. Both cubic lattices demonstrated cure-through as a result of the 

depth of penetration of the UV irradiation. Resins with relatively low amounts of 

incorporated crosslinker required longer exposure times per layer to produce an object that 

could support its own weight during the printing process, which resulted in cure-through 

and reduced the resolution of the obtained part relative to the desired part (Figure 7.3C) 

 

Scheme 7.2.  µSL photocuring of PEGMA with cleavable diacrylate crosslinkers.  
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Figure 7.3. SEM images of 1 cm3 cubic lattices of PEGMA printed with (A) 1 mol% acid-

labile crosslinker or (B) 1 mol% base-labile crosslinker. Also provided is an image (C) of 

the CAD model used for the printing process. 

 Increasing the amount of acid-labile crosslinker from 1 mol% to 45 mol% enabled 

printing of a colosseum with better resolution (Figure 7.4). The greater crosslink density 

in the resulting network imparted more robust mechanical properties to the network layers, 

which minimized object damage from the shearing step of the printing process. The 

incorporation of 0.025 wt% avobenzone as a UV absorber also afforded good resolution of 

the part with 100 µm layer thickness (Figure 7.4B). 
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Figure 7.4. SEM images of a colosseum printed with 45 mol% acid-labile crosslinker 

with PEGMA in the presence of 0.025 wt% avobenzone. 

 Printing a mixture of PLGA-UM and PEGMA using 2 wt% DMPA also afforded 

parts (Scheme 7.3). Pure PLGA-UM resin exhibited a viscosity high enough to prohibit 

effective printing using µSL. Thus, PEGMA served to tune resin viscosity as a reactive 

monofunctional diluent. When the PEGMA resin contained 30 mol% PLGA-UM, 

printing a cubic lattice (Figure 7.5A-B) yielded a structure that exhibited good resolution 

in each layer but significant cure-through between layers. Further decreasing the amount 

of PLGA-UM to 10 mol% in the PEGMA resin served minimize layer cure-through 

(Figure 7.5C-D). This permitted printing of a lattice structure with rectangular windows 

that remained well-defined relative to those obtained from the composition with 30 mol% 

crosslinker. 
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Scheme 7.3. µSL photocuring of PLGA-UM with PEGMA. 

 

 

Figure 7.5. SEM images of cubic lattices printed from a mixture of (A-B) 30 mol% or 

(C-D) 10 mol% PLGA-UM with PEGMA. Images A and C are of the object in the X,Y-

print direction, while images B and D show object resolution in the Z direction. 

 

7.5.4 Thermal properties and water uptake  

 TGA investigated the thermal properties of the 3D printed parts (Figure 7.6). The 

temperature at which the sample lost 5% of its mass was deemed the degradation 

temperature (Td,5%). Because all the parts printed included PEGMA, the differences in 

degradation profile resulted from the relative amounts and the chemical structure of the 

crosslinker. Parts containing the acid-labile crosslinker demonstrated an overall greater 

thermal stability than parts containing the base-cleavable crosslinker or PLGA-UM (Table 

7.1). The Td,5% for parts containing the acid cleavable crosslinker decreased upon greater 
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incorporation of the crosslinker, due to the known thermal decomposition of tertiary alkyl 

esters.38  

 

Figure 7.6. TGA weight loss profiles of 3D-printed objects containing PEGMA and a 

synthesized, degradable crosslinker.  

 DSC (Figure 7.7) further investigated the thermal properties of the PEGMA-based 

printed parts. The PEG side-chains of PEGMA prove crystallizable at appropriate 

temperatures. The samples each exhibit crystallization exotherms and melting endotherms 

in the second heating steps. The glass transition temperature (Tg) remained consistent 

(Table 7.1) near -60 °C. The qualitatively soft nature of the obtained parts proved 

consistent with Tm and Tg values below room temperature.  
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Figure 7.7. DSC thermograms of parts 3D-printed from PEGMA and a synthesized 

cleavable crosslinker.  

Table 7.1. Thermal properties of investigated 3D-printed parts and photocured networks.a 

Sample Td,5% 

(°C) 

Tg 

(°C) 

Tc 

(°C) 

Tm 

(°C) 

Weight gain at 95 

% RH (%) 

Dissolution 

time 

(d)  

1 mol% B in 

PEGMA 

224 -57 -32 10 57 ND 

1 mol% A in 

PEGMA 

264 -57 -18 13 57 0.25 

45 mol% A in 

PEGMA 

224 -60 -38 4 46 16  

10 mol% 

PLGA-UM in 

PEGMA 

222 -60 -38 0 53 1 

30 mol% 

PLGA-UM in 

PEGMA 

 

223 -32 ND ND 34 1 

PLGA-UM  

 

211 -5 ND ND 7 20 

 a ND = not determined 
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 DSC also compared the properties of PEGMA-based, PLGA-UM-containing 3D-

printed parts with those of a photocured network comprised of pure PLGA-UM. The 

photocured film of PLGA-UM exhibited a Tg at -5 °C. DSC revealed no Tm or Tc from 

either PEG or PLGA crystallites. This observation proved consistent with the low 

molecular weight of the PLGA repeating segments, as well as the lactide and glycolide 

composition chosen to suppress crystallinity.35 Similarly, the 9 average repeat units present 

in the PEG 400 portion of the PLGA-UM proved too low to form crystallites. The PEGMA-

containing part with 30 mol% PLGA-UM similarly exhibited no crystallization exotherm 

or melting endotherm in the DSC thermogram (Figure 7.8). The Tg occurred at -32 °C, 

which agreed well with the Fox equation value of -31 °C predicted for the 50:50 wt% 

composition of PEGMA and PLGA-UM. Further decreasing the PLGA-UM content to 10 

mol% caused the Tg to reduce to -60 °C. The network exhibited crystallizability, with an 

observed Tc at -38 °C and observed Tm at 0 °C. These transitions correlated well with those 

observed for the PEGMA-based networks discussed above.  
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Figure 7.8. DSC thermograms of crosslinked PLGA-UM and a network containing 30 

mol% PLGA-UM and 70 mol% PEGMA. 

 Thermogravimetric sorption analysis (TGASA) probed the water uptake of the 

networks at constant 25 °C with increasing RH (Figure 7.9). The samples all exhibited 

exponentially increasing water uptake at higher relative humidity. Objects fabricated from 

µSL with 99 mol% PEGMA demonstrated nearly 57% weight gain at 95% RH, regardless 

of whether the crosslinker contained the acid-labile alkyl linker or the base-cleavable 

tetrafluorophenyl linker. This further supported the hypothesis that at low amounts of 

crosslinker content, the resulting object displayed thermal and uptake properties similar to 

the PEGMA homopolymer. As the amount of A increased to 45 mol%, the water uptake 

decreased to 46 wt%, owing to the increased crosslink density and more hydrophobic 

nature of the network with higher content of A.  

 The network photocured from 100 mol% PLGA-UM exhibited only roughly 7% 

weight gain at 95% RH, likely due to the higher crosslink density of the network.  When 

PLGA-UM content decreased from 100 to 30 mol% and then to 10 mol%, the equilibrium 

weight gain from water uptake increased to 33.7 wt% and 52.9 wt%, respectively. This 

probably resulted from the increased hydrophilicity of the networks on account of having 

increased PEGMA content. As PEGMA content decreased, water sorption decreased in all 

cases evaluated. 
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Figure 7.9. Sorption isotherms at 25 °C revealed water uptake of the networks. 

 

7.4.4 Part degradation  

 

Immersion of 3D-printed parts that featured incorporated base-cleavable 

crosslinker in n-butyl amine or aqueous 10 M KOH investigated the degradability of the 

parts. Soaking the network in n-butyl amine caused no noticeable degradation over a time 

period of two weeks, in contrast to similar gels investigated in the literature previously that 

degraded within minutes.31 Employing 10 M KOH as a strong base solution did not 

dissolve the network. Increasing temperature to 70 °C and allowing the solution to stir for 

12 h caused a visible change in the appearance of the 3D-printed lattice structure (Figure 

7.10). However, the part remained intact. 
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Figure 7.10. PEGMA-based network with 1 mol% B (A) immediately upon immersion in 

10 M aqueous KOH at 70 °C and (B) after 12 h. 

 While incorporation of B did not impart alkine-cleavability to the 3D-printed 

objects, objects containing A proved readily degradable. A PEGMA-based cubic lattice 

containing 1 mol% A dissolved fully in concentrated HCl at room temperature. The part 

exhibited significant and visible degradation after 30 minutes, and was fully degraded at 6 

h (Figure 7.11). Increasing the amount of crosslinker present in the 3D-printed object to 

45 mol% further increased the time to complete degradation of the part to 16 d. 

 

Figure 7.11. Degradation of a 3D-printed lattice structure that contained 1 mol% A (A) 

immediately upon, (B) 30 min after, and (C) 6 h after immersion in concentrated HCl.  
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 Immersion of the PLGA-UM-containing 3D-printed networks in concentrated 

HCl demonstrated the cleavability of the crosslinker PLGA segments. Parts that featured 

30 mol% or 10 mol% PLGA-UM degraded fully within 24 hours of immersion (Figure 

7.12). The observed yellow color exhibited for the part with 10 mol% PLGA-UM after 

degradation likely resulted from the higher content of PEGMA, which has a yellow color, 

in the network (Figure 7.12B). The network with no PEGMA required a significantly 

longer time (20 d) to fully degrade. This likely resulted from the drastically higher 

crosslink density and markedly reduced water uptake of the network.  

 

Figure 7.12. 3D-printed lattice structures (A) immediately upon and (B) 24 h after 

immersion in concentrated HCl. 

7.5 Conclusions  

 
Previous literature established precedence for difunctional, cleavable compounds 

to serve as crosslinking agents in polymer networks. For the first time, the present work 

extended these networks into three dimensions using µSL to 3D-print degradable objects. 

Tertiary alkyl esters, fluorinated phenyl esters, or hydrolyzable PLGA esters imparted 

inherent stimuli response into the 3D-printed objects, the first time that PLGA was printed 

using µSL.  Thermal characterization and water sorption analysis enabled construction of 
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structure-property relationships of the objects. Exposure to strong acid resulted in complete 

degradation and dissolution of the 3D-printed parts that featured the tertiary alkyl esters or 

PLGA esters, representing the first example of chemically-degradable 3D-printed 

networks. 
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8.1 Abstract 

 
 Acid-catalyzed transacetalization of an acrylamide dimethylacetal compound with 

the hydroxyls of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) afforded PVOH with varied amounts of 

photocurable pendant acrylamide groups. Photocuring revealed the influence of acrylamide 

concentration, solvent presence, and photoinitiator presence on curing efficiency, as 

examined using Soxhlet extractions. Addition of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate 

(PEGDA) served to increase the concentration of curable functionality in the solution. 

Photocalorimetry and photorheology tracked the curing process and revealed the effects of 

increasing PEGDA content as well as the complex dynamics of the process.  

8.2 Introduction 

 
Polymer networks demonstrate a range of properties widely applicable for many 

applications. Networks that swell in water, or hydrogels, prove useful in areas such as 

separations, as cell scaffolding, or for controlled release.1-4 Because of their immense 

design versatility, hydrogels prove attractive additions to the synthetic toolkit for 

researchers attempting to solve a variety of problems.5 Parameters such as crosslink 

mailto:telong@vt.edu
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density, porosity, and hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity of composition readily tune 

properties such as extent of water uptake, particle diffusion, and release profiles.6-9 The 

size and shape of hydrogels also play important roles in optimizing their suitability for 

various applications.10-12 

Additive manufacturing, or 3D-printing, enables production of objects with precise 

control over material arrangement in three-dimensional space. Several types of additive 

manufacturing exist suitable for a wide array of materials such as metals, ceramics, 

composites, and polymers.13-16 These various techniques include extrusion-based 

techniques such as fused deposition modeling and direct-write printing; powder bed 

strategies such as selective laser sintering, selective laser melting, and binder jetting; and 

photoirradiation processes such as stereolithography (SLA) and microstereolithography 

(µSL).13, 17-25  Optimization of the process to minimize defects and reduce production times 

serves to reduce manufacturing costs and enables custom fabrication of parts for 

applications such as personalized biomedical devices.26-31 

 By far, the largest application for 3D-printed hydrogels is as cell scaffolding for 

tissue engineering. Employing additive manufacturing processes to fabricate these parts 

generally utilizes jetting or stereolithograpy techniques.23 In most cases, the hydrogel 

formation occurs in the absence of water, and the resulting part is then post-swelled, which 

may lead to loss of feature resolution or changed mechanical properties.32-33 One notable 

exception from Zhang et al. exploited the lower critical solution temperature and shear 

thinning behavior of poly(isopropyl glycidyl ether-b-ethylene oxide-b-isopropyl glycidyl 

ether) in water for direct-write printing of non-covalent hydrogels.34 The limitations and 

suitability of various techniques for hydrogel printing are well reviewed in the literature.35-
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37 However, the literature lacks reports of printing already-swollen hydrogels from aqueous 

solutions using SLA or µSL. 

 Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) results from the hydrolysis of poly(vinyl acetate) 

(PVA) and demonstrates water solubility. The hydroxyl group present in each repeat unit 

provides a reactive handle for polymer modification to further enable a range of 

applications from fuel cells, heavy metal adsorbents, and biomedical materials.38-39 PVOH 

modified with pendant acrylamide groups previously provided the bases for contact lenses 

when photopolymerized in conjunction with other hydrophilic monomers.40-45 In one 

particular case, the photopolymerized networks encapsulated pristine unmodified PVOH 

and demonstrated time-dependent release profiles with implications for delivery of 

therapeutics from contact lenses.41 That study demonstrated the feasibility of photocuring 

aqueous PVOH solutions with high efficiency. However, no reports exist wherein this 

strategy extends into three dimensions, as enabled with stereolithographic techniques. 

 The present study details the evaluation of photocured hydrogels for potential 

extension into µSL fabrication techniques. Decoration of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) with 

pendant acrylamide groups through acid-catalyzed transacetalization afforded a water 

soluble, photocurable matrix. Curing an aqueous solution of the modified PVOH with 

increasing poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) content afforded pre-swollen gels. 

Photocalorimetry examined the thermodynamics of the curing process, and photorheology 

served to characterize mechanical properties of the hydrogels during and after curing. 

8.3 Experimental 
 
8.3.1 Materials   
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Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH, Mw = 9,000-10,000 g/mol, 80% hydrolyzed), acryloyl 

chloride, aminoacetaldehyde dimethyl acetal, triethylamine (Et3N), hydroquinone, 

Iragcure-2959, and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA, average molecular weight 

575 g/mol) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. All 

other solvents were purchased from Spectrum Chemical and used without further 

purification. 

8.3.2 Analytical Methods   

1H NMR spectroscopy was performed on a Varian 400 MHz spectrometer at 

ambient temperature in D2O or CDCl3. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed 

on a TA Instruments Q500 operating under a nitrogen atmosphere at a 10 °C/min 

temperature ramp. Differential scanning calorimetry was performed on a TA Instruments 

Q2000 differential scanning calorimeter operating under a constant 50 mL/min nitrogen 

purge. A heat/cool/heat procedure was performed from -80 °C to 150 °C at a 10 °C/min 

heating ramp and 100 °C/min cooling rate. Gel fractions were determined by Soxhlet 

extraction with water as the extraction solvent. Photocalorimetry experiments (PhotoDSC) 

were performed at 25 °C on a TA Instruments Q1000 equipped with a TA Q Series PCA 

photoirradiation attachment operating over a spectral range of 250-650 nm at an intensity 

of 22 mW/cm2 from an Omnicure S2000 UV source. Samples of mass 20 ± 1 mg and 

nominal thickness 2 mm were analyzed in an open pan under a nitrogen atmosphere. The 

same UV source and intensity were used to perform photorheology on a TA Instruments 

Discovery HR-2 operating in oscillation mode at 0.3% strain, 10 Hz, and 25 °C using 20 

mm parallel plate geometry and Smart Swap™ UV curing accessory.  

8.3.3 Synthesis of acrylamide modifier 
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Synthesis of the acrylamide modifier was performed according to the following 

procedure. Aminoacetaldehyde dimethyl acetal (20.0 g, 0.19 mol), Et3N (64 mL, 0.46 mol), 

and dichloromethane (DCM, 50 mL) were added to a clean, dry 250 mL, round-bottomed 

flask equipped with magnetic stirring and placed in an ice water bath. Acryloyl chloride 

(18.4 mL, 0.23 mol) was added dropwise slowly over 90 min and the reaction was allowed 

to warm to room temperature and subsequently proceeded for 18 h. Triethylammonium 

chloride precipitate was removed from the reaction mixture by vacuum filtration. The 

filtrate was concentrated under rotary evaporation, then washed in a separatory funnel 

twice with DI H2O and once with aqueous NaOH (5% w/w). The resulting DCM phase 

was dried over Na2SO4 and the solvent was removed by rotary evaporation, yielding a 

yellow liquid in 80.3% yield. 1H NMR δ (ppm) 6.28 (1H), 6.12 (1H), 5.67 (1H), 4.41 (1H), 

3.50 (2H), 3.38 (6H) 

8.3.4 Modification of PVOH 

 

The transacetalization of PVOH with the acrylamide modifier was adapted from an 

established procedure and performed as follows.40 80.0 mL H2O was added to 25.0 g 

PVOH in a clean, dry, 250 mL, round-bottomed flask equipped with magnetic stirring. The 

mixture was heated to 90 °C to facilitate dissolution of PVOH, then cooled to room 

temperature. 20.0 g HCl and 60 mL additional H2O were added to flask along with 250 mg 

hydroquinone inhibitor, and the mixture was stirred until homogenous in a room 

temperature water bath. The desired amount of acrylamide modifier was then added 

directly to the reaction vessel, which was allowed to stir for 24 h. The modified PVOH 

product was isolated by dropwise precipitation into a large excess of acetone with vigorous 

stirring. The supernatant was decanted and the precipitate was washed thoroughly with 
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ethanol to remove any lingering acid and dried. The product and 500 mg hydroquinone 

were dispersed in a minimal amount of H2O at room temperature with vigorous stirring.  

The final dispersion was 7.7 wt% polymer in water.  

8.4 Results and discussion 
 
8.4.1 Modification of PVOH 

 

The acryloyl chloride reaction with the primary amine of aminoacetaldehyde 

dimethyl acetal yielded the acrylamide dimethyl acetal modifier in good yield (Scheme 

8.1). The solubility of the acrylamide-containing product in water reduced the isolated 

yield from the crude reaction product, but overall isolated, purified yield still exceeded 

80% of the theoretical yield. The acrylamide dimethyl acetal product readily underwent 

acid-catalyzed transacetalization with the hydroxyl groups of PVOH (Scheme 8.2). 

Selection of PVOH with Mw = 9-10 kg/mol served to decrease polymer dissolution time 

and to reduce solution viscosity. The modification reaction conditions also served to cleave 

simultaneously any residual acetate groups on the parent polymer. Sufficiently dilute 

conditions mitigated the possibility of interchain transacetalization and therefore 

crosslinking. Similarly, the presence of hydroquinone radical inhibitor prevented the 

premature curing of the acrylamide functionalities.  

 

Scheme 8.1. Synthesis of acrylamide dimethyl acetal modifier. 
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Scheme 8.2. Transacetalization modification of acrylamide dimethyl acetal compound 

with PVOH. 

Intrachain transacetalization likely favored the reaction of adjacent hydroxyls due 

to the favorable thermodynamics of forming a six-membered ring rather than larger 

cyclics.46-47 1H NMR spectroscopy determined the extent of the modification reaction, 

revealing compositions that featured 2.4, 4.3, and 11.7 acrylamide units on average per 

polymer chain. These acrylamide-bearing PVOH samples were designated as PVOH-Ax, 

where x represented the average number of acrylamide functional groups per polymer 

chain. 

8.4.2 Photocuring of PVOH-based solutions  

 

Addition of 2 wt% of the water-soluble photoinitiator Irgacure-2959 (PI) to the 

aqueous solutions of acrylamide-decorated PVOH enabled photocuring with a 365 nm 

lamp operating at 22 mW/cm2 (Scheme 8.3). PVOH-A2.4 and PVOH-A4.3 exhibited no 

qualitative changes after 10 min exposure to UV irradiation. The lack of curing likely 

resulted from the abundance of water, which exhibits strong absorbance bands in the UV 

spectral range; the presence of hydroquinone which prevented premature curing; and the 

low concentration of acrylamide units in the solution. However, the PVOH-A11 solution 

demonstrated significant curing evidenced by the formation of a cured gel after only 5 min 

irradiation. The obtained held its own weight, but did not exhibit the mechanical strength 
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required for additive manufacturing. This was likely due to relatively low concentration of 

polymer in solution, only 7.7 wt% solids. 

 

Scheme 8.3. Photocuring of PVOH-Ax aqueous solutions to afford hydrogels. 

Then, a more in-depth study revealed the importance of both PI and water on the 

curing process. Irradiation of PVOH-A11.7 with and without solvent, and with and without 

PI generated four polymer networks. Soxhlet extractions of the dried films with water 

determined the gel fractions, and therefore the efficiency of the photocrosslinking step 

(Table 8.1). In the presence of both water and PI, the resulting network demonstrated 98% 

gel fraction, while a similar solution with no PI crosslinked to yield a network with 72% 

gel fraction. Casting a PVOH-A11.7 solution with 2 wt% PI yielded a heterogeneous film 

with visible PI crystals in a PVOH-A11.7 matrix. Irradiating this film provided a network 

with only 56% gel fraction, a significant decrease from the solution phase samples. In the 

presence of neither PI nor solvent, the curing step only achieved 22% gel content. These 

results highlighted the relevance of each component for attaining efficient crosslinking. 

Water provided chain mobility and allowed pendant acrylamides to exist in close proximity 

in the solution state, while PI increased radical concentration and therefore curing 

efficiency. Immersion of extracted films of PVOH-A11.7-based networks in water for 72 h 

further evaluated their water uptake. The network obtained by irradiating a solution of 
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PVOH-A11.7 with PI demonstrated 477 wt% uptake of water, while the film obtained from 

the solution with no PI exhibited 434 wt% uptake of water.  

Table 8.1. Effects of photoinitiator and water content on gel fraction for PVOH-A11.7 

networks.a 

Photoinitiator Water Gel fraction (wt%) Water uptake (wt%) 

+ + 98 477 

+ ̶ 56 ND 

̶ + 72 434 

̶ ̶ 22 ND 
a + present,  ̶  absent; ND = not determined 

Because the cured hydrogel of PVOH-A11.7 failed to hold its own weight, addition 

of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) served to increase the crosslink density and 

weight fraction of the gel relative to water. Adding an increasing amount of PEGDA to the 

PVOH-A11.7 solution revealed an upper limit of homogeneity at 15 wt% PEGDA relative 

to the total solution, at which time PVOH-A11.7 precipitated. Three ternary compositions 

of PEGDA, PVOH-A11.7, and water were made and photocured (Scheme 8.4) with 2 wt% 

PI relative to the total solids (Table 8.2). All compositions exhibited visible photocuring 

evidenced by the formation of mechanically robust gels with high gel fractions. 

 

Scheme 8.4. Photocured hydrogels containing both PVOH-A11.7 and PEGDA. 

Table 8.2. Summary of ternary hydrogel compositions and properties. 

Sample PVOH-A11.7 

content 

(wt%)a 

PEGDA 

content 

(wt%)a 

Total 

solids 

(wt%)b 

Water 

content 

(wt%)b 

Gel fraction 

(wt%)c 

Td,5% 

(°C)c 
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PVOH-
A11.7-1 

100 0 7.7 92.3 98 248 

PVOH-

A11.7-2 

55.5 44.5 13.1 86.9 97 247 

PVOH-

A11.7-3 

39.3 60.7 17.5 82.5 98 251 

PVOH-

A11.7-4 

33.3 66.7 20.0 80.0 99 255 

a Relative to total solids; b relative to hydrogel, c determined for dehydrated gels 

8.4.3 Photocalorimetry and photorheology 

Photocalorimetry of the PVOH-A11.7 solutions with increasing PEGDA content 

revealed the increasing intensity of the curing exotherm with increasing PEGDA 

incorporation (Figure 8.1). As the double bond concentration increased in the sample 

solution, the exotherm increased. For PVOH-A11.7-3 and PVOH-A11.7-4, multiple small 

exotherms were observed after the initial curing exotherm. This likely resulted from sample 

shrinkage away from the edges of the calorimeter pan as the sample cured, leading to the 

exposure of uncured resin to UV around the edges. All liquid solutions filled the bottom of 

the sample pan; however, after the calorimetry experiments, the PVOH-A11.7-3 and PVOH-

A11.7-4 samples were solids that did not cover the bottom of the pan. A second irradiation 

step at the 19 min mark clearly revealed the lack of further photocuring in the experiments. 
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Figure 8.1. Photocalorimetry of aqueous solutions of PVOH-A11.7 with increasing 

PEGDA. 

Replication of the photocalorimetry experiments for PVOH-A11.7-3 and PVOH-

A11.7-4 served to reveal the variability of the observed multiple exotherms (Figure 8.2). 

The secondary exotherms appeared at different times and with different intensities, 

pointing to the complicated dynamics of photocuring in solution. However, for µSL 

applications, the cure times for individual layers generally do not exceed 30 s. Minimizing 

exposure to UV during the manufacturing process could further mitigate shrinkage of the 

fabricated part. 
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Figure 8.2. Variability in multiple exotherms observed using photocalorimetry for (A) 

PVOH-A11.7-3 and (B) PVOH-A11.7-4. 

Photorheology confirmed the trend of increasing photocuring extent with 

increasing PEGDA content by demonstrating the more rapid storage modulus response to 

UV irradiation upon increasing the PEGDA content and therefore wt% total solids. The 

initial slopes of the modulus upon irradiation corresponded to the rate of the photocuring 

process, demonstrating that as PEGDA increased, the photocuring of the solution occurred 

faster. Similarly, the plateau moduli remained relatively constant over time for the samples 

containing PEGDA, while the sample without any additional PEGDA crosslinker present 

exhibited a continually rising modulus. The rising modulus after a low initial modulus 

increase regime likely resulted from inefficient but slowly continuing curing. The PEGDA-

containing samples reached a consistent plateau modulus and remained there, likely 

indicating the lack of further curing over time. Similarly, the PEGDA-containing samples 

exhibited increasing storage moduli with increasing PEGDA-content, consistent with a 

higher degree of crosslinking. Discontinuities in the storage modulus plateau over time 

likely resulted from slipping of the rheometer upper plate as the experiment proceeded, 

perhaps as a consequence of sample contraction upon photocuring.  
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Figure 8.3. Photorheology of aqueous solutions containing PVOH-A11.7 and PEGDA. The 

vertical line at t = 30 s corresponds to the start of UV irradiation. 

 Sample contraction and polymerizable group concentration played a large role in 

the photocuring process. Further investigations into the direct fabrication of hydrogels by 

additive manufacturing must consider volumetric and geometric changes in part 

dimensions; the relative amount of excluded solvent upon curing, the mechanical strength 

of the part to support its hydrated weight, and the efficiency and extent of photocuring. 

Exclusion of water during the photocuring process will reduce the concentration of 

polymerizable groups in the remaining resin and therefore change cure kinetics. The 

present study served to highlight and underscore the importance of these factors for 

employing µSL to fabricate hydrogels. 

8.5 Conclusions 

 
 Poly(vinyl alcohol) served as the basis for hydrogels photocured directly from 

solution. Synthesis of an acrylamide dimethylacetal modifier enabled facile acid-catalyzed 

transacetalization to provide PVOH with varied extents of pendant, photocurable 
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acrylamide groups. Photocuring solutions of acrylamide-modified PVOH revealed the 

formation of a hydrogel only in PVOH-A11.7, which was selected for further investigation. 

Adding PEGDA changed the concentration of photocurable groups in the solution, which 

changed the dynamics of the curing process. Photocalorimetry and photorheology more 

closely examined the effects of adding PEGDA on the curing process, and revealed the 

effects of complicated dynamics on the curing process. 
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Chapter 9: Overall Conclusions 
  

Controlled radical polymerization using the reversible addition-fragmentation 

chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization technique afforded synthesis of a library of ABA 

triblock copolymers. The central acrylic block readily underwent post-polymerization 

modification to yield a triblock copolymer with reinforcing polystyrene A blocks and 

poly(methylimidazolium acrylate) B blocks. Incorporation of ionic liquid (IL) induced a 

drastic morphology change, which resulted in enhanced ionic conductivity. The IL-

containing membrane demonstrated a mechanical response to applied electric potential and 

proved suitable for use as an actuator. 

A systematic examination of the influence of ionic liquid choice on the thermal 

properties of binary IL-sulfonated polymer mixtures generated structure-property 

relationships. Similarly, investigation of lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide’s 

(LiTf2N) influence on the physicochemical properties of the corresponding IL 1-ethyl-3-

methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EMIm Tf2N) upon addition in 

varying amounts. Anionic polymerization and subsequent post-polymerization 

modification afforded poly(t-butyl styrene-b-styrene-4-lithium sulfonate-b-t-butyl 

styrene). Using the relationships observed for the two binary mixtures allowed generation 

of ternary block copolymer electrolytes that featured poly(t-butyl styrene-b-styrene-4-

lithium sulfonate-b-t-butyl styrene) as the polymeric component enabled evaluation of 

sulfonated styrenic block copolymers as a platform for ternary polymer electrolytes in 

battery applications.  

Neutralization with 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) of a 

commercially available sulfonated styrenic pentablock copolymer yielded a product with 
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similar microphase-separated morphology and photocurable counterions. UV irradiation 

secured this morphology and imparted covalent linking of the ammonium countercations 

to each other. The resulting membrane exhibited an extended service window of 

thermomechanical properties, reduced water uptake and water vapor transport rate, and 

similar NaCl permeability when compared to the sulfonic acid-containing parent polymer. 

The presence of ionic interactions also allowed the material to heal physical defects. 

Optical microscopy directly imaged the healing of indentations on the surface of the films, 

and tensile testing demonstrated the recovered mechanical properties of samples upon a 

healing step. The simple two-step modification strategy therefore resulted in significantly 

enhanced properties and imparted healing capability to the material.  

The rational design and facile synthesis of stimulus-responsive crosslinkers enabled 

fabrication of 3D-printed parts by microstereolithography µSL. Crosslinkers featured acid-

labile functionalities as tertiary alkyl esters or hydrolytically instable poly(lactide-co-

glycolide) (PLGA) ester bonds. Varying the amount of functional crosslinker present in a 

poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA)-based resin changed the properties and 

degradation profiles of the fabricated objects. The timeframe of degradation ranged from 

6h to 20 d. These stimulus-responsive objects may ultimately prove relevant as support 

materials for other additive manufacturing techniques. Furthermore, the PLGA-based 

objects could demonstrate use as degradable tissue scaffolds.  

Modification of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) yielded a series of water-soluble 

polymers with varied amounts of photocurable pendant acrylamide groups. Increasing the 

acrylamide concentration resulted in more facile and efficient photocuring of the solutions. 

Addition of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) to the solutions served to enhance 
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the mechanical strength of the hydrogels. Photocalorimetry and photorheology 

demonstrated the change in curing kinetics, and also demonstrated the various factors 

requiring consideration for directly photocuring hydrogels in three dimensions from 

aqueous solutions.  
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Chapter 10: Suggested Future Work 

 

10.1 Ionic crosslinkers for microstereolithography 
 

To date, efforts in developing materials to enhance additive manufacturing 

techniques focus largely on engineering thermoplastics for fused deposition modeling or 

hot melt extrustion. Microstereolithography (µSL), however, represents an exciting 

opportunity for polymer chemists to explore. As a greater emphasis is placed on green 

chemistry, researchers continue to investigate light as a reagent to induce chemical 

changes, such as polymerization or crosslinking, to the benefit of µSL. While more 

attention lies with incorporating a functional monomers into the µSL process, continued 

progress in crosslinker synthesis will serve to further enhance the tunability of the resulting 

objects’ properties.  

In that vein, ionic crosslinkers in particular prove interesting. A previous literature 

example featured up to 10 wt% of styrenic ionic liquid monomer crosslinked with 90 wt% 

of uncharged diacrylate.1 Objects printed with ionic crosslinkers in addition to ionic liquid 

monomers should exhibit higher conductivity. As µSL technology increases to yield 

smaller feature sizes and improved resolution, tunable ionic resin properties may enable 

additive manufacturing of circuits in three dimensions, which would be an exciting 

advancement within the field.  

Ammonium, phosphonium, pyridinium, and imidazolium ions receive much 

attention in the literature. Employing commonly used monomers as functional quaternizing 

agents would enable synthesis of difunctional crosslinkers. Acrylate- or methacrylate-

containing monomers represent promising building blocks due to the photosensitivity of 

those functionalities under UV curing conditions relative to styrenic compounds. Figure 
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10.1 below shows the structures of some functional quaternizing agents and quaternizable 

monomers, all of which are commercially available. Quaternizing agents include 2-

bromoethyl acrylate and 4-vinylbenyzl chloride. Quaternizable monomers include 1-

vinylimidazole, DMAEMA, diphenylphosphinostyrene, and 4-vinylpyridine. Combination 

of these monomers would yield structures as shown in Figure 10.2. The synthesis of the 

divinyl crosslinkers would proceed in a single quaternization step, which may prove useful 

for potential commercialization. Subsequent anion exchange offers another variable to 

finely tune glass transition and melting temperatures of the resulting ionic crosslinkers. 

 

Figure 10.1. Structures of (A) monomeric quaternizing agents and (B) quaternizable 

monomers. 
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Figure 10.2.  Structures of several potential difunctional crosslinkers that each feature at 

least one acrylate or methacrylate functionality. 

 Doubly-charged difunctional crosslinkers represent another subgroup of ionic 

crosslinkers. Similar chemistry would see the two quaternizable monomers linked by an 

alkyl dihalide according to Scheme 10.1. While DMAEMA is shown here, 4-vinylpyridine 

and 1-vinylimidazole may exhibit similar reactivity to yield doubly-charged divinyl 

crosslinkers. Scheme 10.2 demonstrates the potential synthesis of a doubly-charged 

diacrylate beginning with a DABCO ditertiary amine and an acrylic quaternizing agent. 

Research on DABCO-containing monomers has proceeded for a few years in our group, 

and the reactivity towards quaternization is well established. Similarly, the thermal 

degradation pathway of the diquaternized product is well understood and ion exchange to 

more bulky, less basic counteranions serves to increase its thermal stability and depress 

glass transition and melting temperatures. In all of the examples listed in this section, ion 

exchange exists as a valuable tool for adjusting the thermal properties of the compound for 

µSL compatibility, as well as the thermal, electrochemical, and conductivity properties of 

the printed object.  

 

Scheme 10.1. The reaction of a quaternizable monomer with an alkyl dibromide to yield a 

doubly-charged crosslinker. 
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Scheme 10.2. The reaction of a DABCO with 2-bromoethyl acrylate to afford a proposed 

doubly-charged diacrylic crosslinker. 

Another potential route for ion-containing crosslinkers to improve µSL lies in the 

association of ionic groups between the uncured recoat layer and the previous printed layer. 

These ionic interactions could improve layer adhesion at the interface. Because hydrogen 

bonding also affects the mechanical strength of cured networks, the interplay and potential 

synergy of hydrogen bonding and ionic interactions to afford enhanced interlayer adhesion 

represents an interesting avenue of exploration.2 One potential monomer exploits an 

imidazolium-based diol and further reacts it with an isocyanate-containing methacrylate to 

afford a small molecule crosslinker with potential for both ionic and hydrogen bonding 

interactions to improve interlayer adhesion in the µSL process (Scheme 10.3).3 
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Scheme 10.3. Proposed difunctional urethane methacrylate crosslinker that features the 

imidazolium functionality. 

10.2 Direct fabrication of hydrogels from microstereolithography 

 
As discussed previously, many factors must be considered in the direct fabrication 

of pre-swollen hydrogels from µSL. Judicious crosslinker selection and resin formulation 

should account for the concentration of polymerizable groups, the volume of excluded 

water upon crosslinking, resin viscosity, and curing kinetics. To that end, simplifying the 

crosslinker structure to multifunctional poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) acrylates would 

provide a starting point for streamlining resin formulation. Similarly, a more highly 

crosslinked network with low molecular weight between crosslinks will likely exclude 

more water than one with greater molecular weight between crosslinks. A looser network 

should more readily host water. To achieve this, water-soluble PEG diacrylate (PEGDA) 

with PEG molecular weight ≥ 1 kg/mol may provide sufficient molecular weight between 

crosslinks to prevent significant exclusion of water. Because it holds that acrylate 

concentration will decrease given increasing PEGDA molecular weight with constant 

polymer concentration, the acrylate concentration could be further tuned with the inclusion 

of a smaller, multifunctional acrylate such as Sartomer SR 494 or trimethylolpropane 

ethoxylate triacrylate (Figure 10.3).  
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Figure 10.3.  Structures of (A) Sartomer SR 494 and (B) trimethylolpropane ethoxylate 

triacrylate multifunctional water-soluble acrylates. 
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